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THE HILANDAR
RESEARCH
PROJECTAT THE OHIO STATEUNIVERSITY
MATEJAMATEJIC, DIRECTOR
The Hilandar
Professor

Project

was initiated

pean Languages and Literatures,
tejic,

a faculty

in order

dar during

the possibilities

manuscripts
the last

1970. At this

samples of manuscripts,

from 1 May through

returned

part

They stayed

and religious

codices,

for microfilming

36,300 frames with approximately

manu-

to him: he was allowed

in the Hilandar

and CinematoMonastery

in the course of these

hundreds of imperial

as well as large
art objects.

Hilan-

of January

to Mount Athos in the compa-

15 June 1970, photographing

and charters,

were acquired,

permission

to micro-

visited

icons and frescoes.

Matejic

University.

weeks 139 complete Slavic
tectural

Matejic

Walt Craig of the Department of Photography

graphy at Ohio State

edicts

that

Mateja Ma-

to Mount Athos

permission

Mon~stery.

Monastery would be granted

The same year Professor
ny of Professor

to travel

days of December 1969 and the first

time he was assured

and East Euro-

for Professor

of obtaining

in the Hilandar

in the Hilandar

to photograph

made it possible

member of the same Department,

to explore

film Slavic

scripts

at the very end of the year 1969, when

Leon Twarog, Chairman of the Department of Slavic

numbers of icons,
During this

frescoes

and arch_!_

phase of the Project,

72,600 pages of manuscripts

of which about 1,000 pages in full

colour.

six

and ecclesiastical
some

and edicts
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and comple_!

and Predrag Matejic,

Matejic

the summer of 1971. Professor

his

on 30 May 1971. It took them
permits from the civil authori-

the United States

left

Research Assistant,

was undertaken

Project

The second phase of the Hilandar
ed during

ten days to obtain the necessary
and the Holy Community in Karyes, Mount Athos, to work in Hilandar.
by 1 August 1971, when they returned from Mount Athos, they
Nevertheless,
had succeded in photographing 663 complete Slavic codices in the libra-

almost
ties

ries of the Hilandar Monastery, as well as several rare books printed in
From their trip they brought back some
the 16th and 17th centuries.
edicts
227,700 pages of manuscripts,
113,850 frames with approximately
books.

and rare

trip to Mount Athos was undertaken by Professor Main the summer of 1975- He arrived there on 6 September and, owing to
of the Governor of Mount Athos, Professor
the kindness and understanding
Demetrios Tsamis, was allowed to stay as long as was necessary for his reThe most recent

tejic

search.

He spent

assisted

three

from 6 September through

months there,

between 19 September and 29 October

complished

by Predrag

5 December,

Matejic.

They ac-

the following:

photographed Slavic codices at Hilanthey photographed some previously
defects;
dar. the microfilms of which showed omissions or technical
117 Greek codices at Hilandar were photographed;
colophons and, in some cases, entire printed
pages, introductions,
title
books·, published between 1494 and the 19th century were photographed;
of each Slavic codex at Hilantexts and letters
measurements of folia,
dar were recorded;
information about the types of bindings of Slavic codices was collected:
all Slavic edicts at Hilandar were ~hotographed;
watermarks of Hilandar Slavic codices written on paper were copied;
frescoes and icons at Hilandar were photographed;
22 complete codices and protions of three others were photographed at
the Zograph Monastery;
Slavic codices at the Great Lavra and lveron Monasteries were examined
information about these co
the most essential
containing
and a checklist
dices was prepared.
to photograph
goal of the Hilandar Research Project
The Initial
all

Slavic

codices

In addition
ject

acquired

photographed

to all

at the Hilandar
microfilm

the microfilms
by Professor
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photographed

- was reached and surpassed.
above,

mentioned

of 13 Slavic

Andrija

Music at the Ohio State University,
the Synodal Library and the Library
by Professor

Monastery

material

codices

Jakovljevic,
of Slavic

Pro-

from lveron Monastery,

formerly

of the School of
from Rila Monastery,

codices

of the Bulgarian

Mateja Matejic,

the Hilandar

Academy of Sciences,

and of Slavic

codices

in the Na-

tional

Library

crofilms
rest,

in Sofia,

of Slavic

Jerusalem,

photographed

manuscripts
Leningrad,

by exchange.

650,000 pages,
printed

the Vatican,

Altogether,

making this

ern hemisphere.

collection

In addition,

there

available

Many more mi

Belgrade,
Oslo,

Bucha-

St.Pantele~

Vi Ina and Zagreb have been ac-

the holdings

comprise

the largest

for study and research

now approximately

of its

are microfilms

between the 15th and 19th centuries.

minately

Matejic.

in Athens,

Leyden, Moscow, Mount Sinai,

mon Monastery on Mount Athos,
quired

by Dr. Predrag

from libraries

kind in the West-

of several

All this
to all

hundred books

material

interested

is indiscr~

scholars

and

students.
The financial
assistance
for the operation
of the Hilandar Research
Project was provided by the Department of Slavic and East European Languages and Literatures,
the Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies,
the
Center for Slavic and East European Studies,
the Graduate School (all at
the Ohio State University},
the National Endowment for the Humanities, and
the American Council of Learned Societies.
Realizing the importance of the material
acquired by the Hilandar Research Project,
the Ohio State University
provided a special room where
this material could be housed and studied:
the Hilandar Room (Room 308) in
the Main Library.
Its official
opening on 2 December 1979 was attended by
several hundred persons of Serbian origin from the USA and Canada; also
present was a monk from the Hilandar Monastery, Fr. Mitrophan, the first
Hilandar monk ever to visit
the USA.
The funds needed for furnishing
the Hilandar Room with the necessary
equipment (microfilm readers and printers,
typewriters
etc.) and furniture
were provided by the Serb National Federation and its individual
members,
who donated some 30,000 dollars
for this purpose.
The realization
tion of friendly
United States
a large

It is this

In the first

of the Project.

nuscripts.
next phase,

emphasis will

and the support

existence,

Research

search Project hopes to realize
goals of the first
decade.

these

Project

to
who

has a great
Medieval Stu

was primarily

or

of Slavic

ma

However, in the

and publishing.

new goals

in the
depends,

of scholars

of microfilms

activities.

from various

also

for Slavic

the .Project

ongoing

be on research

of scholars

on·which

Centers

with the acquisition

This remains one of its

been a manifesta-

and institutions

In the opinion

the Hilandar

decade of its
concerned

has truly

cooperatron

of becoming one of the important

even exclusively

pation

the future

Project

of many individuals

the Working Conference,

potential
dies.

and Europe.

degree,

attended

of the Hilandar

cooperation

countries,

With the particithe Hilandar

as succesfully

Re

as the
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COUNTRY
REPORTS
BELGIUM
FRANCISTHOMSON
Slavic

studies

languages

only date back to 1926 when Belgium's

and literatures

and, as is universally
and study of Slavic
ries2

was established
the case,

languages

Although the presence

was already
research

minary list

of such manuscripts

The largest
sesses
the last
terest

of Slavic

has ever been undertaken,
collection

14 manuscripts
decade

5

for Slavic

chair of Slavic
1,

of Brussels

has been paid to teaching
of the 19th and 20th centu-

manuscript

noted in the middle of the previous

into the holdings

libraries

most attention

and literatures
of a Slavic

first

at the University

manuscripts

in a Belgian

century

3

,

library

no coordinated

in Belgian archives

and it was not until

and

1979 that a prel_!_

was drawn up'

is in the Royal Library,

of the 16th to 19th centuries,

Of these manuscripts

Brussels,

which pos-

mostly acquired

over

only two are of any particular

in-

studies:

MS 11260: a 16th century Heirmologiwn with musical
merly belonged to the Jesuit College at Louvain 6 •

notation,

which for-

(1) On Slavic studies in Belgium cf. F.THOMSON.Slavic and East European
Studies in Belgiwn: the First Fifty Years, 1926-1976. 'International
Newsletter of the International
Committee for Soviet and East European Studies'
1(1976):annexe
i-ix.
(2) Cf. J.LOTHE, J.VAN DAMME
(eds.). Slavistique
Belge. Bibliographie,
1944-1974. Gent 1975.
(3) Baron Jules DE SAINT-GENOIS. Catalogue methodique et raisonne des manuscrits de la bibliotheque de la ville et de l'universite
de Gand.
Gent 1849-1852:184-187 describes the famous 14th century Bulgarian Vidin Florilegium.
(4) W.VEDER.Les manuscrits slaves et leur etude en Belgique. 'Polata knigopisnaja'
2(1979):4-5;
IDEM. Addenda aux manuscrits slaves en Belgi3(1980) :20.
que. 'Polata knigopisnaja'
(5) A preliminary
description
has been published by M.HENRY.Apropos de
quelques manuscrits slaves conserves a la bibliotheque royale Albert
Ier a Bruxelles.
in: P.COCKSHAW,
M.-C.GARAND,P.JODOGUE(eds.) 'Miscellanea codicologica
F.Masai dedicata'
(= Les publications
de Script_£
rium, 8). Gent 1979:577-583, with black and white reproduction of two
miniatures.
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(6) On this ms cf. M.HENRY( 5 ):577-578 and J.VON GARDNER.
Die altrussischen Neumenhandschriften in den Bibliotheken Von Belgien und England.
'Die Welt der Slaven' 6(1961):306-307.

MS IV 786: a 17th century Miscellany which formerly belonged to the colthe ap2_
lection of Prince E.Golicyn. This contains amongst other entries
Narratio de Martha and 7
cryphal cycle of Pi late, viz. the Acta Pilati,
as well as the apocryphal Acta Thaddaei •8
Anaphora et Paradosis Pilati,
Two other mss are also i 1luminated: MSIV 1108 ,
The ms has 17 miniatures.
of Russian Vitae, has over 100 miniatures,
a 19th century collection
is illustrated
while MS IV 1109 9 , a 19th century Russian Miscellany,
with somewhat naive aquarelles 10
is known to possess more than one manuscript.
No other Belgian library
There can be no doubt that

the most famous and most valuable

codex preser.".'._

of Vitae of women saints

in Vidin

ed in Belgium is the collection

copied

first and only ruler of the
/n 1359/1360 for Anna, wife of loan Sracimir,
autonomous Bulgarian state of Vidin, and hence known as the Vidin Florile-

gium, which was acquired in 1818 by Gent University Libr'ary, where it is
P.LamBelgian bibliophile
now MS 408, from the library of the celebrated
possession remens (1762-1836), although how it came into the latter's
mains a mystery

11

Codex Wittert
ry12 Russian

6 of the 1 ibrary

illuminated

while the libraries

of Liege University

codex of the Apocalypse

of the monasteries

(without

at Assebroek

is an 18th centua commentary),

and Chevetogne each

between
(7) These latter acts recount the legend of the correspondence
King Abgar of Edessa and Christ. On the ms cf. HENRY( 5 ):579-580.
(8) On this ms cf. HENRY( 5 ):581 and M.HENRYin: CinL/_annees d'acquisitiroyale Albert ler) 1979:189ons 1974-1978. Bruxelles (Bibliotheque
192.
(9) On this ms cf. HENRY{s):581-582 and HENRY( 8 ):186-189.
for Russian history is the 18th century MS IV 794 contain
(10) Of interest
Nicon as well as other
biography of Patriarch
ing loann Suserrn's
cf. M.HENRYin: CinL/_annees d'acqui
texts dealing with the patriarch,
royale Albert ler) 1975: sitions 1969-1973. Bruxelles (Bibliotheque
152-154, and IDEM. Une biographie de Nicon, patriarche de Moscou
(1652-1667). 'Slavica Gandensia' 3(1976):31-39.
which is listed
1 iterature
(11) The codex is the subject of a considerable
in the edition of the ms by J.SCHARPE and F.VYNCKE.Bdinski Zbornik.
An Old-Slavonic Menologium of WomenSaints (Ghent University Library
van de LetMs 408, A.D. 1360) (= Werken uitgegeven door de Faculteit
te Gent, Vol. 104). Brugge
Rijksuniversiteit
teren en Wijsbegeerte,
listed
To the literature
is by E.VOORDECKERS.
1973. The introduction
there need only be added the facsimile edition by l .DUJCEV. Bdinski
Zbornik. Old Slavonic Menologium A.D. 1360 (= Variorum Reprints, Slaby H.KEIPERT. Zur
vonic Series, Vol. 11) London 1972, and the article
des 'Bdinskij Sbornik' (Cod.Gand.408). 'AnalecParalleluberlieferung
ta Bollandiana 93(1975):269-286.
(12) Not 17th century

as VEDER('):5

states.

It has not been described.
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posse_ss one 19th century
As has been already
of Slavica

in Belgian

manuscript 13
mentioned,

archives

no coordinated

and libraries

research

into holdings

has been undertaken

a task

which is no simple one in view of the richness and variety of Belgian
However, there is reason for hoping that such a search will
chives1'
positive

results.

Thus in 1978 two letters

I I dated 1597 and 1599 were discovered
Kingdom at Brussels 15

dolf

The problems connected
ready been discussed
and it
realize

have

of Boris Godunov to Emperor Ruin the General Archives

with the coordination

of such research

of the
have al

d'etudes slaves
it will be possible to

by the members of the Centre·belge

is to be hoped that
the following

ar-

over the next few years

programme:

in Belgium;
1. a catalogue of all Slavic manuscripts
of early printed Slavic books in Belgium 16
2. a bibliography

;

that at Asfor Slavic studies:
interest
(13) Neither is of any particular
sebroek contains the acts of the synod held in 1667 to depose Patriea
of liturgical
arch Nicon, while that at Chevetogne is a collection
nons. Neither has as yet been described.
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(14) The best survey of these archives is provided by the two volumes pubin de
lished by the General Archives of the Kingdom: Het Rijksarchief
Provincien. Overzicht van de fondsen en verzamelingen, vol. 1: De
Vlaamse Provincien. Brussel 1974; Les Archives de l'Etat dans les Pro
vol. 2: Les Provinces Wallo'!:_
vinces. Aper~u des fends et collections,
dealing with the collecnes. Bruxelles 1975; volume 3 in the series,
tions in Brussels is due to appear later in 1981. All papers relating
of the Duchy of Brabant
ones
and the regional
institutions
to central
archives in each of
while there are provincial
are kept in Brussels,
the four Flemish and four Walloon provinces. The archives are accessi
which can be freely consulted. ble to scholars and have inventories
i.e. codices copied before the introductiManuscripts sensu stricto,
deposited in the Manuscript Section
are in principle
on of printing,
of the Royal Library, Brussels.
(15) On them cf. J.BLANKOFF. Deu:x:documents de Boris Godounov dans les Arde Belgique'
chives generales du Royaume. 'Archives et Bibliotheques
and IDEM. Deu:x:precieu:x: documents de politique
49(1978):621-629,
etrangere russe dans les Archives generales du Royaume de Belgique.
It is perhaps worth mention2(1979):1-10.
'Revue des pays de l'Est'
into
written by Flemish conscripts
of letters
ing that the collection
Napoleon's armies and preserved in the archives of the city of Bruges
serving on Russian campaigns, cf. J.VAN
contains several by soldiers
uit de Napoleontische tijd. Brugge
BAKEL. Vlaamse soldatenbrieven
nrs. 25,56-58,65,100.
1977, especially
coMuseum in Antwerp possesses an excellent
(16) Thus the Plantin-Moretus
py of the 1581 Ostrog edition of the Bible.

3. a guide to special collections
of printed books 17
4. a catalogue of cyrillic
periodicals
in Belgium.
Several

Belgian

scholars

are at present

;

engaged upon individual

search projects
in connection with Slavic manuscripts:
Professor C.HYARTof the University of Liege is preparing
the Apocalypse kept in Liege University library;

re-

an edition

of

Professor J.SCHARPEof the University of Louvain is compiling an index
verborwn to the Vidin florilegium which will include both Greek and Slavonic;

Professor F.THOMSON
of the University of Antwerp is compiling a Clavis
patrwn groeeorwn byzantinorwnque slavoniee covering all translations
from Greek into Slavonic down to the 15th century;
18
is preparing
Professor E.VOORDECKERS
sebroek manuscript.

a detailed

description

of the As-

BULGARIA
PETARDINEKOV
Interest

in Slavic

the Bulgarian

Renaissance,

man domination,
vation,

manuscripts

Bulgaria

had no state

study or publication

such manuscripts

did exist

arose

in the 19th century,

when national
of Slavic

consciousness

institutions
manuscripts.

in monasteries,

churches,

at the time of

awoke. Under Otto-

to care for the conserYet collections
and in private

of
hands.

The first attempt at mss description
dates back to 1844, when K.FOTINOVin his article Staroslavenobalgarski
knigi listed 19 mss and 26 early
imprints from the Vatican Library, among which the Manasses Chronicle 1 It
was followed by I .h.KONSTANTINOV-DZINOT's
description
of his private collection (1854), K.D.PETKOVIC's survey of mss on Mt.Athos (1865) and others.
(17) For example the Benedictine monastery of Maredsous possesses an excel
lent collection
of Russian books on liturgy {the Fonds De Meester), very rich collection
of Russian books on theology, and the Bollandists of the Society of Jesus possess a unique collection
of works,
editions and periodicals
in all Slavic languages qoing back several
centuries and dealing with all aspects of Slav hagiography and related subjects.
(18) Prof. Voordeckers has also done research into Slavic mss outside BelLes manuserits slaves de la bibliotheque
Mareigium, cf. his article
enne de Venise. 'Slavica Gandensia' 1(1974):126-141.
(1) Cf. H.KODOV,B.RAJKOV.Prineipi i metodi na opisvane na slavjanski
ra
kopisi s ogled na sastavjane katalog na balgarskite
rakopisi ot X d,:;XVIII vek (Istoriceski
pregled i metodicni ukazanija).
'lzvestija
na
Narodnata biblioteka
Kiril i Metodij' 14(1976):57.
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An important event in the history of conservation
and study of Bulgarian
citaZista (1869), essentially
the
mss was M.DRINOV's Pismo do balgarskite
first
Bulgarian instruction
for mss de'scription.
No less important was the
founding at Braila in 1869 of the 'Bulgarian
Literary Association'
(later
to become the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences),
the tasks of which included
the study of collections
of Bulgarian mss, both in- and outside the country.
After
Slavic
anal

Library

by the foundation

SS.Cyril

the Church Historical
Sciences

(1878), a new impetus was given to the study of

the Liberation

manuscripts

in Sofia,

repositories:

the Library

Museum) and the Library
the National

of the Rila Monastery,
ROVelaborated

of large-scale

and Methodius,

Library

of the Bulgarian

Academy of

Ivan Vazov in Plovdiv,

the Library

not to mention numerous lesser

instructions

for the scientific

collections.

description

(Plovdiv

of entire

Rila Monastery
A place

(Sofia

He published

Library

i castni bidescriptions

1900) and the

1902).

at Sofia

(1920), the Library

as well as of cyrillic
and Berlin

of the Holy Synod (Sofia

of honour in the history

of Sofia.

the National
at Plovdiv

the Library

of Bulgarian

to B.CONEV(1863-1926), professor

11 belongs
versity

obstinski,
uceniceski
1898) and E.SPROSTRANOV
published the first

collections:

S.ARGI-

of manuscripts

in his Rakovodstvo za urezdane narodni,

bZioteki

the Nati_

of the Holy Synod (now

the description

(2 vols.,

palaeography

before

at the Kliment Ohridski
of Slavic

manuscripts

1910, 1923), the National

WW
Uniin

Library

Academy of Sciences (1916),
(1913), Vienna (1928-1929)

of the Bulgarian

manuscripts

at Zagreb

(1937),

Conev created a school of mss description.
His descriptions
are very
extensive.
For each ms, he gives a survey of palaeographic,
linguistic
and literary
features.
'The palaeographic
description
is most detailed:
it
includes information
on dating, material,
size of both page and writing
space; type and other features
of script,
height of letters;
different
hands and their script;
number of lines per page; binding, decoration,
ink
and colours.
Conev's dating is alwars based on a complex of features
and
is therefore
sufficiently
reliable'
As a linguist,
Conev devotes much a_!
tention to the language of mss, its phonetic and morphological
features:
he systematizes
the main 'redactions'
of Old Bulgarian and their orthographic norms. In Conev's descriptions,
the contents of each ms are analy~
ed in detail:
some of the texts he publishes
in full. He also publishes
all marginal notes and studies the history of the ms. With his extensive
descriptions,
Conev uncovered the great wealth of both of Bulgaria'$
largest libraries,
the National libraries
in Sofia and Plovdiv.
After
published

5Q

WWI I Conev·s work was continued
the description

by M. STOJANOVand H.KODOVwho

of the new accessions

(2) KODOV,RAJKOV( 1 ):63-64.

to the National

Library

in

Sofia

(2 vols.,

manuscripts
Of great
creation,

1964, 1971). Kodov also published

in the library
importance

of the Bulgarian

for the study of Bulgarian

in 1973, of the Archaeographic

ry SS.Cyril

and Methodius.

a new description

Academy of Sciences
manuscripts

of the

(1969).
was the

Commission at the National

Its president

(since

Libra-

1977) is academician

I.DU_:!

CEV, and its members are B.S.ANGELOV,A.D2UROVA,K.M.KUEVand B.RAJKOV.
The Commission has a fourfold

task:

1. To locate, collect,
describe and study Old Bulgarian mss from the 10th
through the 18th century, when the manuscript period of the Bulgarian
book comes to an end: This activity
should result in the compilation of
a series of printed catalogues of Bulgarian (in both the cultural-histo
rical and the linguistic
sense) mss both in- and outside Bulgaria. H.KO
DOVand B.RAJKOVhave outlined the basic priciples
of.this
catalogue'
It will contain the following elements of description
for each ms:
1. Signature,
2. identification
and dating, 3, linguistic
'redaction',
6. orthography and language, 7- de4. material description,
S. script,
coration,
8. contents, 9- history,
10. bibliography.
It will also contain indices and appendices.
The first volume of this Union Catalogue of Bulgarian Manuscripts, covering the mss in Bulgaria,
is completed and is due to appear shortly.
2. To conduct research in palaeography:
Information Centre on the Sources of
ized, in September 1979 at Sofia, an
phy and diplomatics,
the proceedings

Together with the 'International
Balkan History'
(CIBAL), it organinternational
seminar on palaeogra
of which were published recently•-

3- To organize exhibitions
of manuscripts and conferences and lectures
in
conjunction,
and to publish catalogues:
Such exhibitions
were held of
mss from the British Museum, the Vatican Library and Vienna libraries.
4. To coordinate the publication
of facsimile
and early imprints prepared by specialists

editions
of Bulgarian mss
from various institutions:

The publication
plan in conjunction with the celebration
of the 1300th
anniversary of the Bulgarian state includes:
the Codex Assemanianus,
the Codex Suprasliensis,
the Eninskij Apostol (new edition),
the Synodi
kon of Czar Baril, the Psalter of Ivan Alexander (1337), the Liturgiar"l
wn of Euthymius, the Rila Charter of Ivan Sisman (1378), the Zograph text of Paisij's
History, the Autobiography of Sofronij Vracanskij,
the
Stematografija
of H.2efarovic and others.
Work in progress
scripts

in Bulgaria

includes

the description

in the Zograph Monastery on Mt.Athas

ROV; the first

volume is completed),

of the Rila Monastery
description

of the manu-

(H.KODOV,B.RAJKOV, S.K02UHA-

the new description

of the collection

(H.KODOV,B.RAJKOV, B.HRISTOVA; in two volumes),

of the Slavic

manuscripts

in the Vatican

Library

the

(A.D2UROVA,

(3) KODOV,RAJKOV( 1 ).

(4) Paleographie et diplo1111tique slaves.
tika.

Sofia

1980.

Slavjanska

paleografija

i diplo"'!i
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K.STANCEV), addenda to the description
brary in Plovdiv (K.STANCEV); special
on the watermarks
their

1:1 contact

has been completed
the recent
script

of manuscripts
mention

Li-

in the National

should be made of the work

based on
of Ottoman documents of the 15-18th centuries,
'threemoons'
mark
the
to
devoted
volume,
copy: its first
by A.IVANOVand S.ANDREEV.An interesting

work is the attention

for the methodological

basis

feature

of

of manu-

description.

Seminar on Palaeography (So
Two papers presented at the International
this point. Both pa- fia 1979) by V.VELCEVAand K.IVANOVAmay illustrate
of Slavic mss. As Velceva
pers focus on the question of localization
'is tied to the study of the language, the ortho
points out, this question
sources' 5 lvanova raises ob-=graphy and the graphic system of the written
because of its polysemy: most often it is
to the term 'redaction'
jections
sense, which do not coinand its textological
used both in its linguistic
sense bears upon the content of a work, whereas
cide. 'Its textological
sense concerns the language of a manuscript as a specific
its linguistic
She became aware of the inconvenience of the term 'redacphenomenon••
of M.P.Pogotion' when working on the South Slavic mss in the collection
din. She concludes that 'at the present level of our knowledge of South
and to do our best to
Slavic mss it is better to avoid the term 'redaction'
system of
of the orthographic
as possible a description
give as exhaustive
we should mention the origin of the ms (if spethe entire ms; separately,
in colophon or notes) or voice an bpinion on its origin on the bascified
data' 7 •
is of all available
raised by Velceva and lvanova have
I am convinced that the questions
an important and direct bearing on the project of the Union Catalogue of
Slavic Manuscripts.

CANADA
RICHARD'POPE
In January 1981, I sent a request for information about Canadian mediaeval
where
Slavic mss and work being done on them to 17 Canadian universities
I
level.
Slavic languages are taught on the graduate and/or undergraduate
Uniof Alberta,
namely: University
from 10 universities,
received replies
of Western Onof Manitoba, University
University
versity of Saskatchewan,
Carleof Toronto, York University,
University
McMaster University,
tario,
of Ottawa and McGill University.
University
ton University,
The results
Slavic

languages

a handful

of my survey were predictably
and literatures

of universities,

(5) PaZeographie ( 4 ):20.

(6) PaZeographie ( 4 ):103.
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(7) PaZeographie ( 4 ):104.

are taught

disappointing.
at the graduate

and a very small number of faculty

Medieaeval
level

at only

and graduate

are involved.
passing

Sad to say, most Ph.D. programmes no longer

knowledge of Old Church Slavonic

guage. As one of my respondents
this

and the history

put it:

'There

require

even a

of a Slavic

is very little

lan-

in Canada in

field.'

As could have been expected, therefore,
I was unable to discover any
significant
research being done at the present moment in Canada on mediaeval Slavic mss and books which are located in Canada, although several M.A.
theses based on Canadian mss were produced at the University of Winnipeg
in the early seventies.
The few scholars who are engaged in active research on mediaeval Slavic texts are either working from published sources or microfilms of mss that are not located in Canada. This is understand
able, since, Canada, in actual fact, has relatively
few Slavic mss and ea!:
ly printed books.
in Canada we are fortunate

in that

we do have have been painstakingly
nawecky who has published
WECKY.Cyriiiiaa
lee Collection
588-622;

her findings

Canadiana: Cyriiiia
of the Ukrainian

I .TARNAWECKY.
siavia

ta knigopisnaja'

3(1980):4-11

Canada is a large country,
therefore,

manuscripts

Manusaripts

(less

detail

fragments)
Ukrainian)
the largest

until

and 70 early

Slavic

I. Ta~

I .GERUS-TARNA-

in Canada, in: 'The Jubi-

the end of the last

although

printed

The 50 manuscripts

and most
century.

most of Canada's

some South Slavic

I

Slavic

materials

South Slav communities.

some eighty

manuscripts

Although

small population

hands in our various

during which she visited

of the Ostrog Bible.

articles:

but some updating).

that Tarnawecky has included

50 Cyrillic

and books that
by Iraida

Winnipeg 1976:
Manusaripts and Their Study in Canada. 'Pola

and books in her survey,

In her searches

in several

we have a relatively

may well turn up in private
managed to unearth

and surveyed

Free Academy of Sciences'

of our Slavs did not begin to arrive
suspect,

the few manuscripts

unearthed

libraries,

Tarnawecky

(a number of which are only

books, among which are two copies
are all

East Slavic

(predominantly

and range in age from the 14th to the 19th century,

although

number belong to the 18th century.

In my survey of Canadian Slavic departments,
I asked for information
concerning 'the location of any mss not already mentioned by Prof.Tarnawec
ky,' but got no responses.
I also asked for information concerning 'possi::
ble or probable locations of heretofore
unknown mss in Canada,' and the on
ly response that I received was from Prof.Peter
Rolland of the Universityof Alberta, who wrote:
'The possibility
of heretofore
unknown mss existing
in Alberta is
slim, but not out of the question.
I myself have seen old printed books
(18th century) in the Ukrainian-Canadian
Museum and Archives here in Edmon
ton, as well as in the possession of members of the Russian Orthodox Cathe
dral of St.Barbara (Edmonton). There may be other things to be found in eT
ther the Ukrainian or Russian Orthodox community. Furthermore,
in the Lac-
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La Biche area north of Edmonton, there exists an Old Believer colony (30
families).
Something might turn up there,
if only contemporary witnesses
of older materials.'
Thus, while
vate

hands,

it

is possible

especially

oned by Rolland,

that

more manuscripts

in the Old Believer

we must be thankful

colonies

may turn up in prisuch as the one menti-

for the 50 manuscripts

turned

up by

Tarnawecky.
Of the seven collections
of major importance,
litan

llarion

the library
wecky puts
tains

listed

by Tarnawecky,

namely the collections

Ohienko.

The Kolessa

collection

of dr G.Gerych in Ottawa.
it,

'at

16 mss, all

present

is a private

Most unfortunately,
accessible

the collection

important

now in the library
py to report

that

16th century

and later,

it

is more or less

collection

of St.Andrew's

one,
it

century

is now open for

in

as TarnaIt con-

origin.

To the

unstudied.

in Winnipeg,

research.

located

is,

is the Ohienko collection,
College

to be

and Metropo-

for research.'

but one of which are of post-16th

best of my knowledge,
The second

not readily

only two appear

of Prof.O.Kolessa

which is

Manitoba.

It contains

I am hap-

21 mss from the

only one of which has so far been studied.

CROATIANGLAGOLITICMANUSCRIPTS
A SURVEYOF THEIR REPOSITORIES

ANICANAZOR
A

AUSTRIA

GUSSING, BIBLIOTHEKDES FRANZISKANERKLOSTERS

Fragment of Breviary, 14th century.
INNSBRUCK,TIROLER LANDESMUSEUM
FERDINANDEUM
Fragment of Glagolita Clozianus, 11th century (cf.

ITALY: TRENTO).

WIEN, ZENTRALARCHIV
DES DEUTSCHEN
ORDENS
Fragment of Breviary, 15th century.
WIEN,OSTERREICHISCHE
NATIONALBIBLIOTHEK
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The National Library holds 16 glagolitic
mss and fragments, most of them
bought, together with cyrillic
mss, in the 19th century for the Court Library. Among them are mss of great importance for the study of Croatian
cultural
history,
such as the Novakov Misal of 1368, famous for its initials (ea. 500), written
by a Croatian prince "sin kneza Petra, vitez silnoga i velikoga gospodina Loisa kralja ugrskoga, njega palace vitez,
v t vr.!_
me buduci knez na Ugrih Solgovski,
a v Dalmaciji ninski ... "; the Racki Misal (ea. 1420); the Brevijar Vida Omisljanina of 1396; the Kvadriga of Simun Greblic of Roe which "na let gospodnjih 1493. svrsismo pisat";
and finally the only preserved commented Psalter
in Croatian,
the Frascidev Psal

by Petar "pridivkom Frascic" in 1463 (critir, written in Lindar (lstria)
J.HAMM.Psalterium Vindobonense. Der kommentierte glagoliti
tical edition:
Wien 1967).
NationaZbibZiothek.
sche Psalter der Osterreichischen
und kyriZZische Handschriften in
G.BIRKFELLNER.Glagolitische
Description:
Osterreich. Wien 1975: 43-7D.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
MUSEA
NARODNfHO
PRAHA,KNIHOVNA
The 1 ibrary holds some 20 fragments, most from the 14th, some from the 15th
of the 18th century. The fragcentury, and one ms in cursive glagolitic
ments (usually preserved In bindings) date from the 'Emmaus'-period, when
in Prague. The Emmaus Psalter
Charles IV invited Croatian monks to settle
a
Fragment (beginning 14th century) is valuable in that its text reflects
times.
prototype dating back to Cyrillo-Methodian
ru.kopisu Ndrodn~'ho
J.VASICA, J.VAJS. Soupis staroslovanskych
Description:
musea v Fraze. Praha 1957: 298-301, 401-417, 426-436.
CS

A UNIVERSITETNAKNIHOVNA
PRAHA,N/[RODNA
written in 1395 by Kirin "v svetom Kuzmi i Domeni
The Lobkawitzov Psaltir,
J.
edition:
v Seni", formerly belonged to the Lobkowitz library (critical
Textum glagoltiVAJS. Psalterium palaeoslovenicum croatico-glagoliticum.
cyriZZicis exscriptum ann!2_
Zitteris
cum e codicibus Pragensi et Parisiensi
Totationibus variis Zectionibus reliquorum codicwn glossario instruxit.
mus I: Textus. Annotationes. Tabulae. Praha 1916).
MONASTERY
PRAHA, AUGUSTINE
Bifoliwn of Breviary, 14th century.
I.MILCETIC. Hrvatska glagoljska bibliografija.
Description:
33(1911): 171.
rukopisa. 'Starine'
D

I dio. Opisi

GERMANFEDERAL REPUBLIC

KULTURBESITZ
PREUSSISCHER
BERLIN, STAATSBIBLIOTHEK
by Bartol
as proven by M.Pantelic,
The Berlinski MisaZ of 1402, written,
Krbavac, scribe or co-scribe of a number of fine mss, was discovered only
in 1956, although it had been previously signaled in Rome (1771) and London (1808). It is valued for its extensive ritual and votive texts.
M:PANTELIC.Glagoljski kodeksi Bartola Krbavca. 'Radovi Staro
Description:
5(1964): 17-2"9.
slavenskog instituta'
BIBLIOTHEK
UNDMURHARDSCHE
KASSEL,LANDESBIBLIOTHEK
Fragment of Missal, 14-15th century.
und
Fragment der Landesbibliothek
J.BECKER. Das glagolitische
Description:
Murhardschen Bibliothek der Stadt Kassel, in: H.B.HARDER(ed)
'Studia Slavica' Marburg 1981.
ARCHIV
GEMEINSCHAFTLICHES
LOWENSTEIN-WERTHEIM
WERTHEIM,
Fragment of Missal, 15th century.
Fragment, in: 'SlavischH.BOHM.Das Wertheimer glagolitische
Description:
Mun
Wilhelms-Universitat
Seminar der Westfalischen
Baltisches
Nr. 2' Meisenheim am Glan 1959: 1-81--:ster, Veroffentlichung
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DENMARK
DK
BIBLIOTEK
KONGELIGE
K0BENHAVEN,
in the 15th century,
The Kopenhagenski Misal, written in Nugla (lstria)
was in the 19th century in the possession of the Court Library at Vienna.
It was traded in 1839 for the Icelandic 'J6nsb6k'
misal. 'Slovo' 15-16(1965):
G.O.SVANE. Kopenhagski glagoljski
Description:
59-93.
FRANCE
F
NATIONALE
PARIS, BIBLIOTHEQUE
The library holds two important mss (Slav.11 and 73): a Breviary and MisCroatic spiritu
of nine original
sal of the 14th century with a collection
al hymns, and a Liturgical Miscellany of 1375, acquired from Spain in 195T.
31(1905):258J.VAJS. Starohrvatske duhovne pjesme. 'Starine'
Description:
Praha 1910:
275; IDEM. Nejstarsi brevidf chrvatsko-hlaholsky.
M.TADIN. Recueil gLagoLitique croate de 1375. 'Rexxxi-xli;
vue des etudes slaves' 31(1954): 21-23.
GB

GREAT BRITAIN

LONDON,BRITISH LIBRARY
the Londo!':_
breviary,
The library holds the oldest fragment of a glagolitic
ski fragment from the first half of the 13th century, bound together with
breviary from the en,d of the 15th century.
part of a glagolitic
J.VAJS. Charvatsko-hLaholsky kodex a hlahoLsky zLomek V BritDescription:
5: 191-197.
skem museu v Londyne. 'Sbornik filologicky'
OXFORD,BODLEIANLIBRARY
The library holds five mss, acquired together with the Canonici collection
(Canon. lit. 172, 349, 373, 412, 414). Canonici acquired them in Italy; the
last ms was in the possession of archdeacon Matija Sovie of Osor, who gave
it to A. Fortis.
J.VAJS. HLahoLske kodeksy v BodLejane v Oxforde. 'Casopis
Description:
561-574; M.TADIN. GlagoLitic Manukat. duch.' 56/81(1915):
in the BodLeian Library. 'Oxford Slavonic Papers' 4
scripts
(1953): 151-158, 5(1954): 133-144.
HUNGARY
H
SZECHENYIKONYVTAR
BUDAPEST,ORSZAGOS
one fragment
Six fragments from the 13th and 14th centuries;
part of the Macarius-legend).
century (containing

from the 12th

BUDAPEST,UNIVERSITYLIBRARY
Several fragments from the 14th and 15th centuries.
Description:
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ITALY

tradicii
P.KIRALY. K otdzke cyriLometodejskych
otdzka hLaholskych pamiatok. 'Slovo' 21(1971):

V Uhorsku:
291-300.

DOLINAnear TRIESTE, PARISHARCHIVES

Urbar crkve (bratovstine)
sv.Socerba, 1583-1607.
S.BONAZZA.Die westZiche Ausdehnung der gZagoZitischen
'Munchener Zeitschrift
fur Balkankunde' 2(1979):6-7.
Schrift.

Description:

FIRENZE, BIBLIOTECAMEDICEALAURENZIANA
Breviary, 14th century. This ms was catalogued as early as 1752, but discovered only in 1966 by V.J.Gajdos.
Description:
V.J.GAJDOS. Medicejsky hZahoZsky kodex. 'Slavia' 35(1966): 3656.
PADOVA,ISTITUTO DI FILOLOGIASLAVA (UNIVERSITADEGLI STUDI)
middle of the 14th century, reflecting
the oldest Croatian glago
freviary,
Acquired some years ago from a Vene-:::
litic breviary (I Vrbnicki brevijar).
tian antiquary.
Description:
J.TANDARIC.HrvatskogZagoZjski padovanski brevijar.
'Slovo'
27(1977): 129-147.
ROMA,BIBLIOTECAAPOSTOLICAVATICANA
The first six glagolitic
books (three missals , three breviaries)
were
sent to the congregation
'De propaganda fide' as early as 1627, in order
to serve for the preparation
of new liturgical
books for the 'glagolasi'
In 1772, the congregation received the ms ZrceZo zakna Luke of 1445. In
1900, all these books were transferred
by pope Leo XII I to the Vatican Library, which now holds 13 glagolitic
mss. The most important of the is the
Missal Borg.iZZ.4 from the 1st quarter of the 14th century, the oldest extant glagolitic
missal. The Vatican Library also holds a glagolitic
amulet
of the type Sisin i MihaeZ (15th century).
Praha 1910:
Description:
J.VAJS. Nejstarsi breviar chrvatsko-hZahoZsky.
xlv-lii;
I.MILCETIC. Hrvatska gZagoZjska bibZiografija.
'Starine' 33(1911): 202-203; K.HORVAT.GZagoZitica Vaticana. Neko
Ziko prinosa o gZagoZskim spomenicima sto se cuvaju u Rimu. 'Starine'
33(1911): 506-536; J.VAJS. Najstariji
hrvatskogZagoZjaki miaaZ. 'Djela JAZU' 38(1948): 23-28, 56-171; M.PANTELIC. HrvatskogZagoZjski amulet tipa Sisin i MihaeZ. 'Slovo'
23(1973): 161-203.
ROMA,FAMIGLIAU. PEZZOLI

Breviary of 1460, written by deacon Blaz for
scribe was identified
by M.Pantelic as Blaz
who printed the 'Baromicev brevijar'
in the
(Venice 1493), the 'Missal'
(Senj 1494) and
1496).
Description:

M.PANTELIC.GZagoZjski brevijar
( 1965): 94-149.

priest Mavr of Vrbnik. The
Baromic of Vrbnik, the same
printing
shop of A.Torresani
the 'Spovid opcenu' (Senj

popa Mavra. 'Slovo'

15-16

SI ENA, BIBLIOTECACOMUNALE
Two glagolitic
mss were donated to the library by A.Fortis ea. 1771. One
of the was known already to I.Milcetic
who gave its description.
The other
was discovered in 1975 by L.Kosuta who deposited its microfilm at the Staroslavenski
lnstitut:
"Let 1617 miseca IJUna dan 20 i 3 bise prekopieni te
knjigi ke se zovu duhovnim zakonom Djalog po mani zakni Mikuli Hodanici ."
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It contains,
besides the 'Dialogue',
the Alexius-legend
and the long version of the apocryphal story on the death of Abraham (as does the ms Oxford, Canon.lit.
414).
I .MILCETIC. Hrvatska glagoljska bibliografija.
(1911): 241-242; A.NAZOR.Hrvatskoglagoljski
18/3-4(1980):
62-65.
domovine. 'lstra'
TRENTO,BIBLIOTECACOMUNALE
Description:

'Starine'
33
rukopisi izvan

Major part of the Glagolita Clozianus, 11th century (12 ff.- cf. AUSTRIA:
hlaholsky
INNSBRUCK;critical
edition:
A.DOSTAL.Clozianus. Staroslovensky
sborn~'k tridentsky
u innsbrucky. Praha 1955).
TRIESTE, BIBLIOTECACIVICA
Fragment of Breviary
cerba, 1583-1695.

(13th century)

and Urbarij crkve (bratovstine)

sv.So-

S.BONAZZA.Die westliche Ausdehnung der glagolitischen
'Munchener Zeitschrift
fur Balkankunde' 2(1979):6-9.
Schrift.
VENEZIA, FAMIGLIAK. DE FRANCESCHI
Description:

Fragment of Missal,
Description:
P

15th century.

V.PUTANEC.Pazinski
cetka 15. stoljeca.

fragment hrvatskoglagoljskog
'Marulic' 4(1969): 64-69.

misala s po-

PORTUGAL

PORTO,BIBLIOTECAPUBLICAMUNICIPAL

Korizmenjak of 1460. Donated by A.Fortis
na.
Description:

PL

to his friend

G.Brunelli

at Bolo~

M.TADIN. Un nouvel exemplaire du Careme attribue a saint
nardin de Sienne. 'Radovi Hrvatskog povijesnog instituta
mu' 1-2(1965): 169-193-

Beru Ri

POLAND

KRAKOW,BIBLIOTEKAJAGIELWNSKA

Fragment of Missal,
Description:
SU

14th century.

J.VASICA. Krakovske zlomky hlaholske.
111-137 _

'Slavia'

18(1947-1948):

SOVIET UNION

LENINGRAD,GOSUDARSTVENNAJA
PUBLICNAJABIBLIOTEKAIM.SALTYKOVA-SCEDRINA
The library acquired
others five glagolitic
the beginning of the
lected mss from 1848
islands (most of the
Description:
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the collection
of I.Bercic,
which contains among
mss (among them two Klimantoviceva obrednika from
16th century) and ea. 300 fragments. I.Bercic had col
till his death in 1870 on the Kvarner and Dalmatian fragments come from the Zadar islands).

rukopisa i stampanih
I .MILCETIC. Berciceva zbirka glagoljskih
knjiga u Lenjingradu.
'Radovi Starslavenskog
instituta'
2
(1955): 93-128; 0.1.TROFIMKINA. Ivan Bercic i ego sobranie
glagoliceskich
rukopisej i pecatnych knig, in: 'Knigi, Archivy, Avtogrammy. Obzory, soobscenija,
publikacii'
Moskva

1973: 130-135; S.A.VJALOVA.Neizvestnye glagoliaeskie
i kirii
liaeskie pamjatniki sobranija Ivana Beraiaa v Otdele rukopisej Gosuda.rstvennoj Publianoj biblioteki
im.M.E.Saltykova-Sae
2(1980): 63-74.
drina. 'Sovetskoe slavjanovedenie'
GOSUDARSTVENNAJA
BIBLIOTEKAIM.V.I.LENINA
MOSKVA,
The library holds two volumes of a breviary of 1442-1443 (Sevastjanov 51).
This is one of the breviaries
sent from Vrbnik to Rome in 1627. In 1864 it
came to Moscow.

Description:

Vj.STEFANIC. Glagoljski
(1960): 431.

rukopisi

otoka Kr>ka. 'Djela

JAZU' 51

GOSUDARSTVENNYJ
ISTORICESKIJ MUZEJ
MOSKVA,
The collection
of A.S.Certkov
of a 15th century missal.
Description:

contains

under sign.

387 a fragment

(17 ff.)

A.NAZOR.Moskovski odlomak glagoljskog
20(1970): 103-109.

misala XV st.

'Slovo'

TR
TURKEY
ISTAMBUL,Topkap~ Sarayi
Misal Hrvoja Vukaica Hrvatinica, ea. 1404. This is, with the Novakov Misal,
the most beautifully
illuminated glagolitic
ms. It contains 94 miniatures
and over 380 initials.
It is not known how the ms came to lstambul. (Full
Missale Hercolour facsimile and critical
edition in Latin transcription:
voiae dueis Spalatensis croatico-glagoliticum.
Transcriptio
et commentarium. Editionem curaverunt B.GRABAR,A.NAZOR,M.PANTELIC.Zagreb-LjuljanaGraz 1973).
USA

UNITED STATES

LIBRARY
NEWYORK,THE PIERPOINTMORGAN
ms to reach the new
Newyorski Misal, 15th century. The only glagolitic
world, it was bought in 1966 from the collection
of Sir Thomas Phillipps
in London. (Facsimile edition with a bibliographic
and codicological
intro
duction: H.BIRNBAUM,
P.REHDER.The New York Missal. An Early 15th CenturyCroato-Glagolitic
Manuscript. Munchen-Zagreb 1977).
YU

YUGOSLAVIA

SAMOSTAN
FOJNICA, FRANJEVACKI
Fragment of Breviary, 14th century, used in binding
nja' by Matija Jerkovic' (Mleci 1582).
OTOKKRK

the printed

'Razmislj~

It is well known that the island Krk was for many centuries
an 'eldorado
of Croatian glagolitic
books'. Many books from here found their way to col
lections elsewhere, even outside the country. Yet, over 250 mss are stillon the island, in the hands of ecclesiastical
institutions,
chapters,
chur
ches or individuals:
30
BASKA,ZVPNI URED
21
DOBRINJ, ZUPNI URED
6
DRAGA
BASCANS
KA, ZUPNI URED
13
DUBASN
I CA, ZUPNI URED

59

DUBASNICA,
SAMOSTANTRECOREDACA
U PORTU
SAMOSTANTRECOREDACA
GLAVOTOK,
KASLJUN,FRANJEVACKISAMOSTAN
KRAS, ZUPNI URED
KRK, ZUPNI URED
KRK, ARHIV KAPTOLA
KRK, ARHIV BIVSE OSARSKEBISKUPIJE
KRK, ARHIV SAMOSTANA
TRECOREDACA
KRK, BIVSA STAROSLAVENSKA
AKADEMIJA(ARHIV BISKUPIJE)
OMI SALJ, ZUPNI URED
POLJICA, ZUPNI URED
PUNAT, ZUPNIK
VRBN
IK, ZUPNI URED
VRBN
IK, KNJIZNICA "VITEZIC"
VRBNIK, OSTAVINAJERKA GRSKOVICA(OBITELJ RADIVOJ)
VRBN
IK, SVECENIKIVAN VOLARIC

22
11
7
1
1
2
1
24
17
10

25
1

46
3
3
2

Among the mss remaining on the island are: the I Vrbnicki brevijar (13-14th
century),
the oldest of the breviaries;
two lavishly illuminated missals,
the I Vrbnicki misal of 1456 and the II Vrbnicki misal of 1462; three fra.9.
ments of a 13th century lenten menologium which shows a correspondence
both to the Eastern menologia and to the Western passionals
(and thereby,
as well as by the antiquity
of its language, invites comparison to the Codex Suprasliensis);
and, finally,
the Omisaljski list Apostola (13-14th
century) which demonstrates
the close relation of the Acts and Epistles
in
use by the 'glagolasi'
to their cyrillic
orthodox tradition.
Description:

Vj.STEFANIC. Glagoljski rukopisi otoka Krka. 'Djela JAZU' 51
(1960)
This study examines also those mss which are no lon.9.
er on the island.

KRUPA,PRAVOSLAVNIMANASTIRNA RIJECI KRKI

Fragment of Breviary
Description:

( 1 f.) .

M.RADEKA.Jedinstven

fenomen.

'Vjesnik'

1.VI 1.1978.

LI VNO, FRANJEVACKISAMOSTANGORICA

Fragment of Breviary, 14th century (1 f. used in binding the 'Habdelicev
Dikcionar' of 1670).
Description:
J.HAMM.Datiranje glagoljskih
tekstova.
'Radovi Staroslavenskog instituta'
1(1956): 61-62.
IN UNIVERZITETNAKNJIZNICA
LJUBLJANA,NARODNA
The library holds 18 glagolitic
mss of which 8 are fragments. Among them
homilijar (13th century);
two missals (15th
are: the famous Ljuhljanski
century) of which one, the Beramski misal, is especially
lavishly illumin!!.
ted; and two breviaries
of which one, from the 14th century, contains in
the proprium sanctorum the texts of the Canticum canticorum, the Vita of
S.Cyril and the Legend of S.Wenceslas.
LJUBLJANA,NARODNIMUZEJ (RUDOLFINUM)
The museum holds 25 fragments of glagolitic
mss, mostly missals,
ies and rituals
of the 14th and 15th centuries.
LJUBLJANA,SKOFIJSKI ARHIV
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Oficij

za mrtve fra Petra Turcica of 1794.

breviar-

Description

I .MILCETIC. Hrvatska glamss in Ljubljana:
of the glagolitic
33(1911): 172-176, 230-233,
'Starine'
goljska bibliografija.
misal.
hrvatskoglagoljski
311-313, 460; J.VAJS. Najstariji
'Djela JAZU' 38(1948): 17-20; IDEM. Nejstars£ brevidr chrvatPraha 1910: xiv-xx; Vj.STEFANIC. Glagoljski r!:!_
sko-hlaholsky.
kopisi otoka Krka. 'Djela JAZU' 51(196D): 88.

NOVIVINODOLSKI,ZUPNI URED
mss, a missal and two
holds three important glagolitic
This collection
15th century
The Missal is a part of a lavishly illuminated
breviaries.
contains in its
ms. The I Novljanski brevijar of 1459, a full breviary,
proprium sanctorum the full text of the legend of S.Wenceslas. The II Novljanski brevijar of 1495 contains the famous account by priest Martinac of
and bibliothe battle of Krbava in 1493 (Full facsimile with introduction
r!:!_
Hrvatskoglagoljski
graphy: M.PANTELIC,A.NAZOR.II Novljanski brevijar.
kopis iz 1495. Zagreb 1977).
misal. 'Djela JAZU' 38
hrvatskoglagoljski
J.VAJS. Najstariji
Description:
(1948): 21-23; IDEM. Nejstars£ brevidr chrvatsko-hlaholsky.
Praha 1910: xxi-xxx.
RIJEKA
in the 14th centuis well attested
.In Rijeka, where the use of glagolitic
mss remain. Only a few fragments used in binding
ry, almost no glagolitic
17th and 18th century imprints have survived.
RIJEKA, NAUCNABIBLIOTEKA
The library holds eight fragments of missals and breviaries
and 15th centuries.
in: 'Rijeka.
Vj.sTEFANIC. Glagoljica u Rijeci,
Description:
Zagreb 1955: 426-431.

of the 14th
Zbornik

111'

RIJEKA, DRZAVNIARHIV
I draguc'ki fragment misala (first half 14th century) and II dragucfk.i fragment misala (first half 15th century).
Vj.STEFANIC. Glagoljski notarski protokol u Dragucu u Istri.
Description:
1(1952): 92-100.
instituta'
'Radovi Staroslavenskog
SPLIT
knezevina' or 'Poljicka
(the former 'Poljicka
Split and its surroundings
Unfortunately,
letters.
belong to the heartland of glagolitic
republika')
very few glagol i tic mss have survived in place. ·
SPLIT, KAPTOLSKIARHIV
odlomak glagoljskog misala starije redakcije (beginning 13th cenSplitski
of S.Anastasia at Split,
tury): a bifolium used in binding the cartulary
imwriting,
one of the latest examples of Bosnian glagolitic
representing
missal.
portant for the history of the glagolitic
'Sloodlomak misala starije redakcije.
Vj.STEFANIC. Splitski
-Description:
vo' 6-8(1957): 54-133.
BIBLIOTEKA
SPLIT, NAUCNA
found by
fragments and one note-book(?)
The library holds 11 unidentified
H.Morovic at Zman (Dugi otok) and donated to the Split library.
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ZADAR
Zadar and its surrounding territories
once formed an active center of propagation of glagolitic
writing,
owing to the support given to it by the lo
cal chieftains
and the Croatian bishops of Nin and Krabava. Some of the ve
ry finest glagolitic
mss were written here, e.g. the Novakov Misal of 1361!"
(cf. AUSTRIA:VIENNA)and the mss of Bartol Krbavac (cf. BRO: BERLIN). Ca.
230 mss still
remain in place (mostly parish record-books of the 16th-19th
centuries,
but also some fragments of missals and breviaries).
In the city of Zadar, these mss are kept in the following repositories:
SAMOSTAN
FRANJEVACA
TRECEGREDA
ARHIV REDODRZAVE
FRANJEVACKE
TRECEGREDA
KNJIZNICA SJEMENISTA
DRZAVNI ARHIV
These mss are kept in the ZUPNI UREDIof the following villages:
on the mainland:
8 I BLI NJ, DIKLE, K02IN, MURV
I CA, PETRCAN
I , SUKOSAN,TURNJ;
on the islands:
Dugi otok: B02AVA, BRBINJ, DRAGOVE,
SALi, SOLiNE, VELI RAT, ZAGLAV,2MAN;
I st: 1ST;
lz: MALI 12, VELI 12;
Molat: MOLAT;
Pasman: BANJ, PASMAN,TKON, 2DRELAC;
Premuda: PREMUDA;
Rava: RAVA;
Sestrunj:
SESTRUNJ;
Ugljan: KALI, KUKLJICA, LUKORAN,PREKO, SUTOMISGICA,UGLJAN;
Vrgada: VRGADA.
Description:

I .MILCETIC. Hrvatska glagoljska bibliografija.
'Starine'
33
(1911): 161-162, 187, 307-308, 371-372, 401-407, 475-476; D.
V.CVITANOVIG,A.R.FILIPI, P.VLASNOVIC,A.STRGACIC,A.RUBE. Po
pis glagoljskih
kodeksa u Zadarskoj nadbiskupiji.
'Starine'
42(1949): 349-370, 43(1950): 259-287; B.JURISIC. Glagoljski
spomenici otoka Vrgade. 'Rad JAZU' 327(1962): 85-110.

ZAGREB
The Zagreb repositories
possess almost as many glagolitic
mss as all the
previously mentioned repositories
together.
Moreover, they hold most of
the preserved florilegia
and miscellanea.
Both numerically and textologically, the Zagreb holdings are the most important in the world.

AKADEMIJEZNANOSTII UMJETNOSTI
ZAGREB,ARHIV JUGOSLAVENSKE
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This is the largest collection
in Zagreb. It has never ceased to increase
its holdings from its foundation in 1867 on. Its basis is the collection
of I .K.Sakcinski
(1816-1889), acquired in 1868: 65 mss and ea. 86 fragments. Later the Academy bought the lesser part of the collection
of I.Be_r:_
cic (cf. USSR: LENINGRAD):some 10 mss of age and importance and some 40
younger and less important mss. I.Milcetic
brought many mss from Krk and
donated some of them to the Academy during his 1 ife; after his death (1'923)
the Academy inherited
the remaining 9 mss (of which 2 fragments). V.Premuda bequeathed to the Academy 21 mss collected
in Saska (Krk) and surroundings. Between WWI and I I, when I stria was under Italian occupation,
V.
Spincic, L.Kirac, F.Mavar and I.Pavic brought from there some 14 mss, most
ly parish records.
In 1950, the Croatian Ministry of the Interior ordered-

the glagolitic
record-books from I stria,
the Kvarner islands and Northern
Dalmatia to be sent to Zagreb (some 200 in all),
but in 1952 most of them
were transferred
to archives in Split and Zadar; only 40 of them remain in
Zagreb now. In 1958, 19 mss (of which 6 fragments) from Vrbnik and Draga
Bascanska (Krk) were donated by Vj.Stefanic.
In 1959, 10 mss (of which 7
fragments) came into the possession of the Academy from the estate of J.
Grskovic of Vrbnik (Krk). Thus, by now the Academy has bought or received
a total of 443 glagolitic
mss (of which 157 fragments),
not counting the
numerous legal and private documents.
These mss stem from all parts of the territory
where glagolitic
was written: from the Eastern outskirts
of Triest and lstria
itself,
the Kvarner
and Dalmatian islands down to Sibenik, and the Croatian mainland up to Zagreb. There are no mss from Split, but two old fragments stem from the
area somewhat to the East of Split: the Grskovidev and the Mihanovidev odlomak Apostola. Chronologically,
they range from the beginning and the sec
ond half, respectively,
of the 12th century (two Apostol· fragments) to the
beginning of the 19th century.
Description:

Vj.STEFANIC. Glagoljski rukopisi Jugoslavenske
1 (Zagreb 1969), Vol. 2 (Zagreb 1970)

akademije,

Vol.

ZAGREB,NACIONALNA
I SVEUCILISNABIBLIOTEKA
The library holds some 50 mss (of which some 20 fragments).
Between 1960
and 1970 it bought from the Petris Monastery (Krk) the famous Petrisov
Zbornik of 1468, the Kvarezimal of 1493 and the Tlmacenje od muki of 1498
by Simun Greblic, as well as the Vrbnicki (Krcki) Statut (16th century).
From the collection
of Sir Thomas Phillipps
in London, it bought in 1970
the Dijalozi Grgura pape of 1602, and in 1976 a Prirucnik (Zbornik) from
the 15th century.
Description:

'Starine•
33
I.MILCETIC. Hrvatska glagoljska bibliografija.
(1911): 52-53, 101-102, 193-196, 215-218, 253-254, 306-307,
314, 382-388, 463-468; Vj.STEFANIC. Glagoljski rukopisi otoka
Krka. 'Djela JAZU' 51(1960): 355-411; J.BRATULIC. Istarski
'Cakavski sabor' 1978: 1-297.
razvod. Studija i tekst.

ZAGREB,METROPOLITANSKA
KNJIZNICA (= NACIONALNA
I SVEUCILISNABIBLIOTEKA)

Misalic

(15th century)

Description:

and Brevijar

of 1442.

I.MILCETIC. Hrvatska glagoljska
(1911): 5-9, 49-51.

bibliografija.

'Starine'

33

ZAGREB,KNJIZNICAFRANJEVACA
TREIJEGA
REDA

Ivancicev Zbornik (14-15th century) and Klimantovidev Zbornik of 15011512 (In addition,
the library holds several household books from the 17th
and 18th centuries).
'Starine'
33
I.MILCETIC. Hrvatska glagoljska bibliografija.
(1911): 95-100, 256-258; I .PETROVIC. Bogorodicina cudesa u
Ivaneidevu zborniku, hrvatsko-glagoljskom
spomeniku 14/15.st.
'Radovi Staroslavenskog
instituta'
7(1972): 123-210.
ZAGREB,ARHIVHRVATSKE
Description:

The 'Glagolitica'
collection
of this repository
consists of 20 mss and
fragments, the most important of which are the Dijalog Grgura pape (Fanfon
jin) (17th century) and a calender fragment from a breviary of the 15th -
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century. Also of importance are the parish records from Vranj in I stria
(1707-1727), a number of fragments from the Franciscan monastery at Porozi
na (Cres), and one ms and several fragments from Vrbnik (Krk).
Description:

Vj.STEFANIC. Glagoljski
(1960): 83, 433,

rukopisi

otoka Krka. 'Djela

JAZU' 51

ZAGREB,STAR0SLAVENSKIZAV0D "SVET0ZARRITIG"
Three fragments were donated to the library,
of which the oldest is the
Missale Festivwn (13-14th century),
bound in the covers of a revenue regi~
ter; it was bought by I .Vodopija at Ljubljana.
Description:

M.PANTELIC.Hrvatskoglagoljski
'Slovo' 22(1972): 5-25.

KNJIZNICA
ZAGREB,GRADSKA
Liturgijski
direktorij
s dodacima oficija
Description:

Vj.STEFANIC. Glagoljski
( 196 0) : 130.

odfomak "Missale festivwn''.

form the 18th century.

rukopisi

otoka Krka. 'Djela

JAZU' 51

The survey given above is, of course, incomplete.
It does not include legal and private documents ('Acta Croatica'),
which abound in our archives.
They have been described by I .KUKULJEVIC.Acta Croatica. Listine hrvatske.
Zagreb 1863, and by Dj.SURMIN. Hrvatski spomenici. Acta Croatica od 11001499. Zagreb 1898; the Jugoslavenska akademija znanosti i umjetnosti now
preparing an updated description.
In the meantime, a number of these documents have been published,
e.g. by L.KOSUTA.Glagoljski tekstovi u arhivu
osorske opcfine. 'Vjesnik Drzavnog arhiva u Rijeci'
1 (1953): 163-218 and A.
SUPUK. Sibenski glagoljski
spomenici. Zagreb 1957: 5-239- Moreover, it is
based on extant (and known) publications,
which I hope will have to be corn
pleted with new discoveries.

FRANCE
The Slavic mss in France and studies involving mss by French slavists were
surveyed in 1978 by V.VODOFF.His survey was published in Polata knigopisnaja 1(1978), which contains also a preliminary survey of mss and studies
in Great Britain.
A complete inventory of Slavic mss in France has been prepared by M.CAZACU.
It is to be published with an updated survey of work in progress in France
and a list of microcopies of Slavic mss in France in one of the coming issues of Polata knigopisnaja.
ITALY
MARIOCAPALDO
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The Slavic mss in Italy and studies involving mss by Italian slavists were
1. The
surveyed with a great deal of detail in 1978 in Polata knigopisnaja
following serves to update that survey in two aspects: the collections
of
mss and their bibliography.
An updated survey of studies and work in progress is planned for a later date.

1. Collections of Manuscripts
A. H.JAKSCHE(1962), in his inventory of the mss Vaticani slavi 1-66 of
the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, states that the nrs. 24-26, 32 and 44
are missing; leaving aside nr. 65 as well, which is a gramota, I arrived
1:19), but
('Polata knigopisnaja'
at a total of 60 mss in this collection
it should be 63. In 1979, Mgr. Ruysschaert informed me that, in reality,
only the nrs. 25 and 32 are missing. The mss 24, 26 and 44 have in the
meantime been described in detail by K.STANCEV(cf. below 2.E), so I can
data:
1imit myself to giving only the essential
ROMA,BAV, Vat. sl. 24, beginning XVI '-•, f. 258: "Apostol"
Vat. sl.

26, XIV-XV"·;

"Stichirar"

Vat. sl.

44, XVI11 '-·;

"Pontificale

ruteno''

B. S.BONAZZAbrought to my notice, in a letter of 20 Apr 1978, the two gl~
('Polata knigopisnaja'
folia at Trieste as fragments of a psalter
golitic
1:28). Recently, he has published more precise data on this ms (cf. below
(NB. in my poinion the date
2.G), of which I reproduce the most essential
"Breviary").
should read "XIV ...." and the identification
book"
TRIESTE, BC, Ms. Misc. 81, XI 11 c., f. 2: "Fragment of 1 iturgical
1:19), 3 ad
mss ('Polata knigopisnaja'
C. To the list of the 20 glagolitic
of Sla
bought in 1977 by the Institute
ditions should be made: a breviary,
vie Philology of the University of Padua and already studied by J.TANDARIC
(cf. below 2.G), the fragment of a missal in private hands in Venice, and
in 1771 (the lat
the ms given by A.Fortis to the Academy "degl i intronati"
of glagolitic
ter two came to my notice through the survey of repositories
mss by A.NAZORprinted above):
PADOVA,IFS, no signature,

XIV 1,;.;

SIENA, BC, F.V.6, XVII c. (1614):
VENEZIA,Famiglia C.de Franceschi,

"Breviary"
"Dijalozi

s.Grgura

no signature,

pape"

XV c .. "Fragm. of Missal"

but I have not
in publications,
D. Other Slavic mss have been signalled
yet had the occasion to verify these mentions. Maybe the following list
who happen to be in the neighborhood, on
colleagues,
will put interested
the right track:
MODENA: B.DE MONTFAUCON.
Diariwn italicwn •.. Parisi is 1702: p.31: "Mutide officio dinam venimus ... in monasterio ... codex ruthenicus,
vino.11

Studiorum

Several

Russian

TRIESTE: Some Slavic mss in the Orthodox church (oral
PIERAZZI, September 1978).

indication

by G.

ROMA:

Pontificium lnstitutum
mss of the XIX c.

Orientalium

(Venezia 1810) saw in the possessiVENEZIA: P.SOLARIC. Pominak knizeskij
a Gospel written by the monk Gabriel in Molon of G.Pericinotti
davia (Neam;ul) in 6937 (A.D. 1429).
of the State Archives in Venice, pos
VENEZIA: M L.LANFRANCHI,ex-director
sesses a Serbian ms from the XVIII c. ("Pomenik of Ostrog"), cf-:
Titograd 1975:448/449 (plate 37).
Crne Gore III/1.
Istorija
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2. Bibliography

of Manuscripts

The bibliography
of my survey in 'Polata knigopisnaja'
1 is by no means
complete, even if titles
published since are discounted.
First of all, I
did not repeat the data included in the Spravocnik-ukazatel'
pecatnych opi
sanij slavjano-russkich
rukopisej,
Moskva-Leningrad 1963:275-277, which,considered generally known. Furthermore,
I omitted some data, because I
had no reason to cite them (and my goal was not to be exhaustive).
Finally,
some data had simply escaped my attention.
The following lists are intended to fill those gaps.

E. Omissions in the bibliography of 'Polata knigopisnaja'
1
F.I .BUSLAEV.Ob odnoj slavjanskoj
rukopisi nachodjascejsja
v Pamskoj Publicnoj biblioteke
(Pis'mo v redakciju iz Pamy). 'Zurnal MNP' 180
(1875)7-8:238-244.
[Pam. 1993]
S.CIAMPI. Bibliografia
critica delle antiche reciproche corrispondenze politiche,
ecclesiastiche,
scientifiche,
letterarie,
artistiche
dell'I
talia con la Russia, coZZa Polonia ed altre parti settentrionali,
I-:
Firenze 1834:287 sq. (reproduit
la description
de Bobrowski).
I.DUJCEV. Un fragment des Notitiae episcopatum Russiae copie par Isidore
Ruthenus. 'Zbornik radova Vizantoloskog instituta'
11(1968):235-240.
[Vat.slav.
14]
J.GAVRILOVIC. 0 slovenskim rukopisima koi se nalaze u bibliotekama u Mletkama i u Milanu, i o gradji za stariju srbsku istoriju,
nalazedoj se
u Arhivi bivse Republike mletacke. 'Podunavka' 41(17.X.):165-166.
O.HORBAC.Try cerkovnoslov'jans'ki
Ziturhicni rukopysni teksty Vatikans'ko
ji biblioteky.
Roma 1966
[Vat.slav. 9,10,14]
R.HRBOKA.IZ calendario del codice vaticano iZZirico 5,6. Roma 1955,
S.IVSIC. Jos o dosad nepoznatim hrvatskim glagoljskim prijevodima iz cesk9..
ga jezika.
'Slavia'
6(1927) :40-63.
[Borg.ill.
9]
I.KUKULJEVIC.Kronika hrvatska iz XII vijeka.
'Arhiv za povjesnicu Jugosla
vensku' 1(1851):1-37.
[Vat.Zat. 7019 Vat.slav.
1]
M.MOGUS.Je Zi Marulid autor Firentinskog zbornika? 'Radovi zavoda za slavensku fi lologiju'
14(1976) :45-51.
[Firenze BMLAshb. 1582]
M.MARUSYN.
Ordinum pontificalium
in Euchologio Kioviensi saec. XVI e:cpositio. Romae 1966.
[Vat.slav.
15]
H.MOROVIC.Sa stranica starih knjiga. Split 1968:35-41
[Ashb. 1582]
H.MOROVIC.Tragom Marka Marulida. 'Mogucnosti' 1958/10:805-811[Ashb. 1582]
M.PANTIC. Jedno neostvareno izdanje Palmotideve Kristijade
dirilicom iz
1674 godine. 'Zbornik Matice Srpske za knjizevnost
i jezik'
19(1971)
388-394.
[Vat.slav.
18]
M.PAVIC. Istorija
srpske knjizevnosti
baroknog doba (XVII i XVIII vek). B~
ograd 1970:135-137.
V.PUTANEC.Pazinski fragment hrvatskoglagoljskog
misala s pocetka 15. stoZjeda. 'Marul ic' 4(1969) :64-69.
F.RACKI. Riedko slovensko pismo u Vatikanskom rukopisu. 'Rad JA' 2(1868):
36-38.
[Vat.slav.
8]
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'Rad JA' 18
F.RACKI. Moje biljeske o rukopisih u rimskih knjiznicach.
(1872) :239-258.
F.RACKI. Dva nova priloga za poviest bosanskih Patarena (II) Rukopis bo14(1882) :21-29.
sanskoga krstjanina Radosava. 'Starine'
12]
[Borg.ill.

della Vita Constantini e la tradizioLe pericopi glagolitiche
N.RADOVICH.
Napoli 1968.
ne manoscritta cirillica.
21; Vat.slav. 6,12,19; Roma U.Pezzoli]
[Borg.ill.
del Canon Missae in quattro manoscritti glago
La codificasione
N.RADOVICH.
4,8T
[Borg.ill.
2(1974)5
'Eurasiatica'
litici.
P.REVELLI. I codici Ambrosiani di contenuto geografico. Milano 1929:195[Milano Bibl.Ambr. Y.1.Sup.]
196 (plate 15).
2
Gracko-balgarski recnici i ucebnici. 'Studia balcanica'
M.STOJANOV.
[Roma BAV Cap.S.Pietro C 152]
(1970):207sq.
razyskanija v zagranicnych i russkich biblio
I.SLJAPKIN. Bibliograficeskie
12T
[Vat.slav.
ORJAS' 13(1908)3:256-280.
tekach. 'lzvestija
rukoRadosavljevu
u
evandjelju
cajnickom
u
V.STEFANIC. Glagoljski zapis
9, 12]
[Borg.ill.
pisu. 'Zbornik Hist. Inst. JA' 2(1959) :5-15.
published since 1977
'Munchener
Schrift.
S.BONAZZA.Die westliche Ausdehnung der glagolitischen
fur Balkankunde' 2(1979) :8-9.
Zeitschrift
a la frontiere de la PologTradition cyrillomethodienne
J.JERKOVCAPALDO.
ne et de la Russie apres Brest (En marge du Vat.slav. 12), in: 'Konpo slucaj
Filozof. Materiali ot naucnite konferencii
stantin-Kiril
1150 godisninata ot rozdeneto mu. Veliko Tarnovo 10-11.Xl.1977, Rim
12]
[Vat.slav.
12-13.XI 1.1977' Sofia 1981 :268-274.

F. Studies

18(1980)3-4:
[Siena BC F.V.6]
'Slovo' 27(1977):129sq.
padovanski brevijar.
J.TANDARIC.Hrvatskoglagoljski
12]
[Borg.ill.
C.TOUZELLIER.Rituel cathare. Paris 1977:64-67.
bibli
Vatikanskoj
u
rukopisa
6irilskih
Lj.VASILJEV. Novo datiranje srpskih
oteci. 'Arheografski pri lozi' 1 (1979) :45-79.
[Vat.slav. 4,5,9,10,13,49,63]
of the slavica in the Bib l i oteca Apostol i ea Vatican a
G. Recent descriptions
A.D2UROVA,B.DIMITROV.Manoscritti slavi, documenti e carte riguardante la
storia bulgara della Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana e dell'Archivio
Segreto Vaticano (IX-XVII secoZo). Sofia 1979.
in: 'Arheoby D.BOGDANOVIC
to which I agree
(Cf. the commentary
grafski pri lozi' 1(1979) :261-263).
A.D2UROVA,K.STANCEV.Opis na sZavjanskite rakopisi ot Vatikanskata biblio
Sofia 1981.
teka (approximate title).

A.NAZOR.Hrvatskoglagoljski
62-65.

rukopisi

izvan domovine. 'lstra'

of Slavic mss in Italy
1, page 11
11 - cf. 'Polata knigopisnaja'
11
1, page 11, note 11
cf. 'Polata knigopisnaja'
11
E - cf. above, section E
... page 275-277.
Spravocnik-ukazateZ'
Sprav. - cf.

H. Author index to the bibliography
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MAKUSEV28
SREZNEVSKIJ20 4 3, 24
I 2040
E
ONELL
ANT
GAVRILOVIC
SOLOVJEV 24
25
ASSEMANI 2040
GIANNELLI183~26..;,MARCHIORI
STANCEV G
E
MARUSYN
BOBROWSKISprav. GRACI
OTTI 25-6
8
STEFOSKA 2374
MATEJKA22°
Spruv.
BONAZZA 28~F
GUDEV
STOJANOV E
2154,08 MERCATI 15 1
HAMM
20 8
BOSCA
48
5CEPKIN
Sprav.
BUSLAEV E
HARISIJAOIS18 24 MIKL051C21
60
5EI/YREV
Sprav.
2041 HORBAC 2111' E MILCETIC22
CASTIGLIONI
2155
DAK
51
CIAMPOLI Sprav. HORVAT 215(! 27 MOGUS E
9
2259
5151C
20°
MONTFAUCON
HRBOKA E ,
CRACINA 28
5TEFANIC E
E
214625 MOROVIC
26
IA
CRON
JAGIC
TANDARIC Jj'
NAZOR F
CERTKOV 2042
JAKSCHE 23 '
THALLOCZY 25
171
C 17 22, 27
CRNCIC
JAPUNDZIC 237~ 23 PANTELI
THOUZELLIER
F
PANTIC E
26
DANICIC 24
JEREMIC
TOLSTOJ
Spruv.
27
PASTRNEK
F
JERKOV
DENUNZIO 1830
VAiLLANT 26
DIMITROV G
I J Spruv. PAVIC E
KACANOVSK
2152,58
VAJS
28
POGORELEC
1728
Sprav. KARLIC
DOBROVSKY
VASI LJEV
PUTANECE
2152
F
2147
KOPITAR
DOSTAL
25
RACKI18,21,24,26,EVERDIANI
KORUZA 28
Sprav.
DRI NOV
75
IC ICil. 18, 23 VONDRAK Sprav.
RADOJ
27
KRAJCAR 1726
DuDrK
VOORDECKERS
23
OJ ICIC N.24
CEVSpr. RAD
215 3, E KRASNOSEL'
DUJCEV
VOSTOKOV Sprav.
E
RADOVICH
27
KI\ESALKOVA
24
DJURIC
2258
VRANA
I('. Spr E RENKO 28
DZUROVA G
KUKULJEV
WAWRYK 2271
RE~ETAR1835
26
21 51
KURZ
FANCEV
WINKLER
28
REVELLIE
FOTINOV Sprav. LOGAR
28
Spr.
REVI GNAS
2156
25
MAKSIMOVIC
GAJDO~

MACEDONIA
EVA
LIDI JA SLAV
of Slavic manuscripts in Macedonia star
work on the description
in 1967, when the Archeographic Department was formed with
ted essentially
in the Archive of Macedonia and Professor V.MOSINcame to work there. It
was he who showed us the enormous task that lay ahead of us: to collect
Systematic

is
and study the written treasures of Macedonia, of which only a fraction
conserved in place.
the country where SS.Cyril and Methodius learned their
Macedonia
SS.Clement and Naum of Ohrid taught and wroSlavic, where their disciples
of all Slavic countries in
is at present probably the most destitute
te
is due to the activity of
Much of this destitution
respect of manuscripts.
for many years: 'Antun
that roamed our repositories
numerous collectioneurs
Mihanovic took three loads of various mss from the Lesnovo Monastery in 1
208 of 1 Jan 1855), to cite just one example
vestnik'
1842' ('Carigradski
toward the national heritage emerged
Consciousness of the responsibility
indiof the cultural and political
only after WWII, with the affirmation
of the Macedonian people within the framework of the Socialist
viduality
Federative Republic of Yugoslavia.

still
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(1) A full survey of the plundering
to Slovenski
en in the 'Preface'

of Macedonian mss repositories
( 2 ):8-17,
rukopisi

is giv-

Between 1949 and 1953, the newly created
University

of Skopje organized

nuscripts.

The results

lar form in order
stration,

script

conservation,

the task to publish
2

then located

the possession

of the National

started
full

in print'
a series

facsimile

and scientific

the full

of text

Library

manu-

of V.MOSIN

description

of the

came into

at Skopje and were

of the Macedonian Language at Skopje

editions•;

another

manuscript

by the Macedonian Academy of Sciences
of Macedonian origin

them from manuscripts

in popu-

study of their

scientific

of the
for ma-

in the regi-

70 more manuscripts

and University

hampered by the absence of a clear

distinguish

published

of the population

Since then,

The Institute

Work on manuscripts
tially

Faculty
in search

were first

the interest

restauration

Philosophical
expeditions

The Archive of Macedonia under the direction

168 manuscripts
described

field

of these expeditions

to stimulate

heritage.

then undertook

several

of other

outside

definition

was published
and Arts

in

5

of Macedonia was ini
of the features

that

origin.

7
, it is true,
had given attention
to this
V.SCEPKIN6 and M.SPERANSKl
problem, but it was only after P.SKOK (who taught that modern linguistics
ought to stay clear of 'linguistic
idolatry of the popular-romantic
or political
type' and that 'for the scientific
linguist,
the South Slavic dialects form one whole with local variations
which can be grouped together
geographically
and which differ from one another in variants or nuances of
8
greater or lesser affinity')
that V.MOSINsucceeded in giving a clear definition
of what constitutes
the 'Macedonian recension'
of Slavic 9 , which
has firmly established
itself
in Yugoslav, and gained wide acceptance in
worldwide slavistics.

On the basis
scripts

of this

definition,

of Macedonian origin

(2) SZovenski rakopisi

MOSINproceeded

from others

to separate

in his descriptions

manu-

of collecti-

vo Makedonija, 2 voZs. Skopje 1971.
rakopisi vo Narodnata i univerzi
iskra'
'Kliment Ohridski' vo Skopje. 'Bibliotekarska

(3) M.GEORGIEVSKI.KataZog na sZovenskite
tetska

bibZioteka

10(1979)22:137-177.
(4) V.MOSIN. Makedonskoto evangeZie na pop Jovan. Skopje 1954; B.KONESKI.
Vranesnecki apostoZ. Skopje 1956; P.ILIEVSKI. Krinski damaskin. Skopje
1972.

(5) M.ALTBAUER.
Dobromirovo evangeZie, kiriZski

spomenik od XII vek. Skop-

je 1973.
(6) V.SCEPKIN. Russkaja paZeografija.
(7) M.SPERANSKIin: 'Slavia'
1925.
(8) P.SKOK. 0 bugarskom jeziku
fi lo log' 12(1933) :91.
(9) Extensively

argumented

Moskva 1967:122-124

u svjetZosti

in the 'Preface'

baZkanistike.
to MOSIN( 4 ).

and passim.
'Juznoslovenski
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ons in other

parts

10

of Yugoslavia

ons in the USSR, and it appeared
ed as being of Bulgarian
of the
scripts

'Macedonian

of the National
Institute

11

and University

Department

of the National

Systematic
will

outside

Library,

without

in the microfilm

doubt be greatly

Writing

in chronological

the monuments of the 'Macedonian

of such manu
collections

the Archive of Macedonia and the
other

microfilms

of manuscripts

of

in the Archaeographic

in Beograd.
and originals

stimulated

at the Historical

to show both manuscript

whenever possible

describ-

as manuscripts

number of microfilms

of Macedonia are deposited
Library

to collecti

previously

be classified

in Skopje,

study of the microcopies

on of Monuments of Slavic
is destined

really

A large

together

was applied

many manuscripts

should

of the Macedonian Language;

Macedonian origin

scripts

origin

recension'

has been brought

His experience

that

and epigraphic
order,

of Macedonian manu-

by the Permanent Exhibiti
Museum in Ohrid,
texts

which

in reproduction,

and with a heavy accent

on just

recension'

I should like to point out that, besides the definition
of the features of the 'Macedonian recension',
MOSINand his colleagues
and students
have have also made other important methodological
contributions
to the
study of Slavic palaeography
and codicology.
Their main efforts
were concentrated
in the field of flligranology.
They collected
the watermarks of
13-15th century documents from all the major archives
in Yugoslavia,
notab
12
, conducted
in-depth studies on the history of ly on the Adriatic
coast
13
and contributed
important precisions
to the
certain
types of watermarks
concepts of 'identity'
and 'similarity'
of watermarks'"
They also laid
the foundations
for a constantly
growing archive of watermarks of Macedon.!_
an mss, classified
chronologically
in series and forms, in the Archaeogra-

(10) Cf. his bibliography
1955-1975 in: ZboI'nik Vladimira Mosina. Beograd
1977: 11-16.
(11) Thus, 48 mss of the Hilferding
collection
in the GPB Leningrad belong
to the Macedonian recension,
as argued by V.DESPODOVA
in 'Makedonist.!_
ka' 3(1981).
2 vols. Za(12) V.MOSIN, S.TRALJIC. Filigranes des XIIIe et XIVe siecles,
greb 1957; the ms of a complementary volume on 15th century watermarks is deposited
in the JAZU Archive at Zagreb and the NB Beograd.
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Vodeni znak 'Kruna sa zvezdom i polwne(13) V.MOSIN, M.GROZDANOVIC-PAJIC.
secom'. 'Bibliotekar'
1963:11-22 (in German in: 'Papiergeschichte'
13
(1963):44-52);
IDEM. Agneau pascal (= Albums des filigranes,
Vol.1).
Beograd 1967; V.MOSIN. Anchor Watermarks (= Monumenta chartae papyracae historiam
illustrantia
13). Amsterdam 1973.
(14) V.MOSIN. FiligrunoloBka problematika i papir DubrovaCkoga arhiva. 'Hi
storijski
zbornik'
19-20(1976-1977) :51-59-

phic Department of the Archive of Macedonia 15 Other efforts were directed
and dating
localizatJon
towards the refinement of graphic and orthographic
16

criteria

The conjunction
efforts

and the joint
envisage

but since

the Institute

for the Study of Old Slavic
or in print

now published
lity

of this

Culture

of

section

The volumes

at Prilep.

both of the large

testify

work in progress

of the Archive

by a special

1981 they are coordinated

of Macedonia,

these

At first,

regions.

out under the auspices

were carried

complex investigations

of whole groups

publications

and critical

of Macedonia and its

of documents on the history

to

have now made it possible

of Macedonian scholars

complex investigations

field

in the archaeographic

these activities

of all

scope and the high qu~

17

NETHERLANDS
ANTONVANDENBAAR

History.
State

of Slavic

The Institute

University

started

eventually
features

at the Leyden University
to become the subject

Russian,

manuscripts,

(to be published
the Netherlands
na Croiset
ties

in

more specifically
Palaeography'

of Social

by

subsidized

has been lavishly

the An-

for the Advancement of Pure Research,

van der Kop Fund, the Ministry

of Arts of Utrecht,

Scaliger

of which were

to a growing interest

of cyrillic,

which led to a 'Handbook of Russian

Organization

films of our collection
ject.

two manuscripts

gave rise

in 1981). The research

in 1963.

The study of the palaeographic

of theses.

study of the development

manuscripts

of the small but precious

Library,

of one of these manuscripts

the comparative

of Slavic

copies

The immediate cause was the rediscovery
collection

of the Utrecht

Languages and Literatures

collecting

Affairs

and the Facul-

Nijmegen, Amsterdam and Leyden Universities.
have been put at the dis_posal of the Hi landar

(15) 35 of them, not known from earlier
Slovenski rakopisi ( 2 ) Vol.1.

publications,

were published

All
pro-

in

ruko
normy juznoslavjanskiah
(16) V.MOSIN. Paleograficesko-orfograficeskie
ruko::slavjano-russkich
in: 'Metodiceskoe posobie po opisaniju
pisej,
v SSSR'. Vol.1. Moskva 1973:43-75; cf.also mapisej, chranjascichsja
ny of the studies in Spomeniai ( 17 ).
(17) Spomeniai na Makedonija, Vol.1 (Skopje
Vol.3 (Skopje 1980), Vol.4 (in print).

1975),

Vol.2

(Skopje

1977),
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Present

developments.

laeography'.

Since the completion

further

research

funds being exhausted.
now in the making.
original
cits.

and on film,

University
a full
not all

project

including
will

of a manuscript

indices

of which will

A few individual

has practically

description

of all

registers

the principles

be included

manuscript
a short,

of incipits

data.

and expl.!_
from

description,

or textological

in the printed

is
in

in a Nijmegen

This can abstract

text-oriented

and

feature,

edition.

are working on the following

Apocryphal texts of Hebrew origin
Early Bulgarian compilations
from
The Paterik Skitskij
(W.VEDER)
The works of Macarius(Symeon) the
The original
works of Maksim Grek

silent,

our manuscripts

set forth

on any given codicological

researchers

fallen

(Nijmegen-Utrecht-Rome-Antwerp)

exhaustive

follow

model for computerizing

description

can produce

A joint

It aims at full

The description

of the 'Handbook of Russian Pa-

of manuscripts

types of texts:

preserved in Slavic (H.GAYLORD)
Slavic texts (W.VEDER)
Great in Slavic
(A.LANGELER)

(A.DAVIDS)
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SERBIA
DIMITRIJE BOGDANOVIC

1. A sur>Vey of CoZZeotions of CyriZZio Manuscripts in Yugoslavia
both public and
mss are found all over the country in collections
Cyrillic
an eventful history of acquisition.
large and small, that reflect
private,
this part of the
Yugoslavia has not subjected
Unlike some other countries,
but only encouragand concentration,
to nationalization
national heritage
its trade by
and restricted
by recognized repositories
ed its acquisition
in the
is still
law. As a consequence, a major portion of this heritage
some colwhile
Church,
owner and user. the Orthodox
hands of its original
(e.g. those of the
settings
lections have even remained in their original
importance to
which is of no little
at Decani and Pljevlja),
monasteries
science.

of its

regardless

Moreover,

obvious

advantages,

of

concentration

mss is strongly discouraged by the experience of the BeO<Jrad National Lilosing many
it suffered pillage,
brary in two World wars: in the First,
as far away as Germany,
mss (very few of them to be retrieved
priceless
in the Second, it was burned to the ground
France, Hungary and Ireland),
over more than a century from all
and with it all the mss it had collected
parts of the Balkans.
manuscript books and fragments from the 12thThe number of Cyrillic
actually

17th centuries
medieval

known in Yugoslavia

to be brought

be expected

material

19th centuries.

exceeds

by continued

2200; some 100 more may

search.

Together

with this

from the 18th and
are kept some 2000 younger manuscripts
Most of the manuscripts are of Serbian origin (although not

many remain in the places
the Bulgarian

to light

where they were written),

or Macedonian,

some are written
or Russian

Moldavian or Valachian,

in

types of

Church Slavic.
The
manuscripts.
Beograd has the most important holdings of Cyrillic
of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts have survived
of the National Library of Serbia and the Serbi
both wars; the collections
(the Patri
collections
are new. Three large ecclesiastical
an Patriarchate
archal Library, the Museum of the Serbian Orthodox Church, and the Grujic

old archives

collection

in that

dings from other

Museum) were constituted

places

(Sremski Karlovci,

of the Fruska Gora, monasteries
portant

is also

war collection

the collection
of the 'Serbian

and churches

by the postwar
Krusedol

in Slavonia

of the Beograd University
Seminar'

monasteries

and Croatia).
Library

of Beograd University).

the 12th century
the most valuable Serbian manuscript,
are kept in the Beograd National Museum.

Serbia proper has no large collections,
being an excep ion. On!:t_small collections,

of hol

transfer

and other

Miroslav

Im-

(the preFinally,
Gospels,

the Museum of Titovo-Uzice
mss can be
or rather ~~_g__l_e
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Manasija) and churches. Much more im
(e.g. Studenica,
are located in the autonomous provinces Kosovo and VoI

found in monasteries
portant collections
vodina.

Kosovo has three monasteries of the Serbian Orthodox Church (Decani,
important
with exceptionally
Gracanica and that of the Pee Patriarchate)
(that of
collections
disturbed
has
war
holdings of mss. But here, too, the
annihilat
or
Decani)
to
Crkolez
of
that
Pee,
to
Curakovac being trasferred
of Devic).

ed them (that

of holdings

or disturbance

tovac collection)

(e.g.

the war led to destruction

too,

In the Vojvodina,

of the Sisaremain-

the manuscripts

(e.g.

to Zagreb and after the war restitut
ing in the Srem area were transferred
have
ed to the Museum of the Serbian Church at Beograd). A few manuscripts
remained in the Museum of Religious Art at Sremska Mitrovica, while some
from gifts and
in the Fruska Gora are forming new collections
in the province is the librarepository
The largest

monasteries
purchases

(Krusedol).

at Novi Sad.

ry of the Matica Srpska

Croatia
chiefly

trated

Historical

Museum of Croatia
from Serbian

nuscripts
part

of their

able

repository

the National

and Arts,

holdings

can be found).

have many manuscripts,

longer
Dalmatia

institutions

to the Serbian

(Krka, Krupa, Cavtat

the Archive of theYugoslav

and University

bought ma-

the war, will surrender

during

as soon as a suit-

Orthodox Church,

Slavonia

and the

Library,

two, which extensively

latter

(the

Orthodox

which are conce.!:!_

manuscripts,

at Zagreb:

repositories

in three

Academy of Sciences

in Cyrillic

rich

is relatively

and the Upper Karlovac

eparchy

no

are preserved

intact

in

but old collections
and oth.ers).

in public hands,
Bosnia and Hercegovina have only a few manuscripts
in the Country Museum and the National Library at Sarajevo. The remainder
of the 'Old Church' in Sarajevo being
is in church hands, the collection
can be found in the Serbian church at
Valuable manuscripts
the richest.
a new collection

Cajnic,

of Hercegovina
collection

of Zitomislic

The situation
tions

was unfortunately

Savina,

here

in the monasteries

Moraca, Nikolac

at Bijelo

destroyed

in the war.

whole ancient
of Cetinje
Polje

collec-

(with additi-

and, richest

of

at Pljevlja.
have of old been in grave danger: this was
In Macedonia, manuscripts
in Austroand chief 'supply bases' for mss collections
one of the first
all,
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monastery

in Montenegro is most favorable:

have been preserved

ons from Piva),

is being formed by purchases from various parts
Eparchy at Mostar. The rich and unstudied

in the Serbian

the Holy Trinity

Hungary, Serbia,

Bulgaria

wealth are partly
ly in public

and Russia.

Nowadays, the remnants of the former

in the hands of the Macedonian Orthodox Church, but mos_£

institutions

at Skopje:

the Archive of Macedonia,
um at Ohrid possesses,

the National

and the Philosophical

along with a fine

and University
Faculty.

collection

Library,

The National

Muse

of Greek manuscripts,

a few Slavic

ones.
Slovenia, at the other end of Yugoslavia, holds in the Ljubljana National and University Library the very important collection
of Jernej KopJ_
tar,

well described,

last

by Vladimir

~he famous Codex Suprasliensis

Mosin (1971),

(10-llth

which contains

part of

century).

The dispersion of the mss holdings and the decentralization
of their
administration
have created the need for documentation centers,
where all
codicological
and archeographic
data, as well as micro- or photocopies of
all Cyrillic
mss can be obtained irrespective
of their location.
Copies
should be collected
there not only of domestic, but also of related mss in
foreign collections.
The latter
task is not easily achieved, because only
very few countries
(above all Bulgaria and the USSR) supply microcopies on
-an exchange basis - most others demand payment in hard currency.
It is to
be hoped that intensified
international
contact of slavists
and librarians
will help to provide solutions
in this respect.
Yugoslavia has two such documentation
ment of the National and University Libarry
crocopies

of all

manuscripts

centers:

the Manuse:r>iptDepar!_

at Skopje,

which collects

held in Macedonia and of manuscripts

mi-

of Mace-

donian origin held in repositories
outside Macedonia; and the Areheographie Department of the National Library of Serbia at Beograd, which collects
microcopies
of Serbian

of all
origin

Cyrillic

manuscripts

held in foreign

50.000 frames microcopies,
Monastery and the Serbian
as the vast majority

in Yugoslavia

repositories.

among which all

and of manuscripts

The latter

manuscripts

Orthodox Eparchy at Szentendre

of mss in Serbia

taken care of by the systematic
the National Library).

2. A Survey of Areheographie

proper

conservation

and Related

now owns ea.

from the Hilandar
(Hungary),

as well

(which are at the same time
services

of the laboratory

of

Projects

The Archeographic Department of the National Library of Serbia was created
in 1961, and Vladimir Mosin came to work there with a small team of specia
lists.
In 1970, it was provided with funds to build a large scale referen::ce library on Cyrillic
codicology and archeography,
textology and philology, as well as history of art. All this was of decisive
importance for the
development of archeographic
research,
both in quantitative
and qualitative
sense. Its methods are now geared to study a ms as a whole in all of its
aspects,
in order to provide as much as possible data relevant to as many
as possible scholars from different
disciplines,
no single element dominat
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and morphoDating is complex, based on palaeographic
ing over the others.
if the ms is written on
indications,
and historical
philological
logical,
to ms research pro
paper, of course, also on the watermarks. Such attitude
(e.g.
vides strong impulses for accessory studies in various directions
it
hands in order to identify scriptoria);
studies of scribal
systematic
All these stuhas also given rise to a wide variety of specific projects.
dies and projects are based on the research tools and documentation available in the Archeographic Department at Beograd, the chief of which are:

of watermarks, containing over 40.0CO watermarks, with
the collection
of Yugoslavia
near to complete coverage of paper in use on the territory
in the Middle Ages and during the period of Osmanli domination;
of manuscript ornament;
- the collection
of bookhands;
- the collection
documentation of individual manuthe archeographic and codicological
near to complete on mss in Beograd, Croatia, Ko
scripts and collections,
includes also comprehensive
sovo and the Vojvodina. This documentation
data on mss of Serbian origin in the following foreign collections:
Bulgaria: BAN, CIAM, NBKM,Plovdiv, Rila;
Czechoslovakia: NMPraha;
Greece: Mt.Athas, and in the first place the Hilandar Monastery;
Hungary: NB Budapest, Serbian Orthodox Eparchy at Szentendre;
Rumania: Arad Eparchy, BARSRBucharest;
USSR: GPB Leningrad, GBL and GlM Moscow, OGNBOdessa.
aftThe Union Catalogue of Yugoslav Cyrillic Manuscripts. Initiated
(Moscow 1958) by V.MOof the Fourth Congress of Slavists
in Yug£
manuscripts
SIN, it was designed to unite the data of all Cyrillic
slavia and all Serbian manuscripts outside of Yugoslavia, and to be pubThe
lished in the form of a corpus of catalogues of separate collections.
rukopi_
first volume of the corpus was published in 1971 (V.MOSIN. tiriZski
si u Povijesnom rrruzeju Hrvatske. Kopitareva zbirka sZovenskih rukopisej i

er the decision

Zojsov cirilski

odlomak u Ljubljani),

the second (Opis rukopisa

Narodne bi

six more volumes are planned for publiblioteke Srbije) is now in print;
cation over the next five years, covering the Archive of the SANU, the Gr~
the Museum of the Serbian Orthodox Church, the Patriarchal
jic collection,
Library in Beograd, as well as the library of
Library and the University
of focorpus also relate the descriptions
this
To
the Decani Monastery.
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of which the first was published in 1978 (Katalog ciril
reign collections,
form together with
checklist
skih rukopisa manastira Hilandara, in-short,
the second, covering the
a survey of the early imprints in the monastery);
All parts of the corpus and pubis in preparation.
Szentendre collection,
the
related to it will consist of two volumes, one descriptive,
lications

other

an album with specimen plates

bookhand,

respectively.

de visu,

will

certainly

outlast

the 12th - 17th Centuries
working tool.

phic studies

and each individual

one generation,

which must be done

the preliminary

publicati-

for 1981, of a summary Inventory

on is planned,
elementary

of each manuscript

Since the work on the corpus,

will

of Cyrillic Manuscripts of
which will serve research as an

in Yugoslavia,
Short

inventories

and other

specific

archeogra-

in the review Archeografski

also be published

prilozi.

The SANUHilandar Project. The Hilandar Monastery from the 12th cenaltury to the present has been R major center of Serbian cultural,li~e,
ternately
serving as a passageway for Byzantine thought and writing and as
a source of ori~inal
before

inspiration.

As the Serbian

the war, the SANUextends

sions

as part

of the Serbian
on all

-of the monastery.

At present,

palaeographic
ters

are the object
tually

of diplomatic

posses-

a Hilandar

now to further

on parchment;

for publication

and Rumanian rulers

being prepared

It has created

of the history

did

and its

research

and the present

life

work is being done on the codicological

study of manuscripts

by Serbian

heritage.

for two decades

the aspects

yes Typika are being prepared

Learned Association

care to the monastery

cultural

Commission which has been active
and documentation

its

study;

the Hilandar

in a critical

in Hilandar

and other

the Greek charters

for publication

by Prof.

Franjo

and

and the Karedition;

char-

Athos monasteries

of Hilandar

are ac-

Barisic.

There are so many aspects of the past and present of Hilandar that
have not yet been studied at all, that there is ample room for collaborati
on with other specialized
research centers,
first
and foremost, of course-;Ohio State University's
Hilandar Research Project.
It is to be hoped that
such collaboration
would be beneficial
also in removing some of the unwarranted obstacles
that foreign researchers
encounter from the side of the
Holy Mountain'~ Greek administration.

The SANUSzentendre
demy of Sciences,

Project.

and in the larger

antiquities

in Hungary, all

Szentendre,

including

with the Hungarian

framework of a survey of all

manuscripts

Ac2_

Serbian

of the S·erbian Orthodox Eparchy at

those of the Grabovac Monastery,

and are now being described.
after

In collaboration

The description

have been filmed

is scheduled

to be published

1985.

The Reconstruction
the holdings
in WWII,

of Destroyed Collections.

of the Beograd National

is a project

collect

all

extant

scripts

(archival

Library,

of the National

published
materials,

Library

or unpublished
descriptions,

The reconstruction

plundered

of

in WWI and burned

of Serbia.

Its aim is to

materials

on the lost

manu-

photographs,

editions,

articles
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The project

and so forth).

and studies,
to cover other

will

be extended

almost certainly

in Yugoslavia.

collections

destroyed

SANU, the Matica Srpska and the National LibraFacsimile Editions.
comprising both
a series of editions,
sponsoring
ry of Serbia are jointly
of old imprints. The Hilanof manuscripts and reprints
facsimile editions
darski medicinski kodeks was published in 1980 (by the National Library of
the Matiein apostol will appear soon, and the Hilandarski
Serbia alone),
In
tipik, Karejski tipik and Beogradski parimejnik are in preparation.
print

are also

the reprints

of the four volumes Stari

i nat-

S1'pski zapisi

by L.STOJANOVIC.
Narodne biblioteke
programme comprises the 100 main monuments of Old
The publication
both in- and outside Yugoslavia. Since it
and learning,
Serbian literature
cooperation or at
large investments,
is a long term programme requiring
with similar programmes in other countries would be both
least coordination
and highly welcome.
possible,
In conjunction with other arThe C01'['Wl of Notes and Inscriptions.

pisi

and the Katalog rukopisa

of notes

classification

The Archeographic
of printed

preparatory
studies,

edition

materials
which will

in an en

for this
also

inclu-

on the subject.

bibliography

Repertory

been working for four years
basis

to edit

and

collection

the systematic

in view of their

in a volume of collected

corpus of sources
de a full

and inscriptions

It is planned

new corpus.

tirely

the SANUis organizing

projects,

cheographic

liturgical

of Slavic

on an incipitary
books.

So far,

Hymnography. The SANUhas now
of Slavic hymnography on the
as
and references
the incipits

tp the typikon have been extracted
Triodium; Penticostarium and the major part
Menaia. As soon as all the fundamental hymnographic texts
of the liturgical
the
have been excerpted and collated with the major Serbian manuscripts,
to their

place

according

in the service

from the complete Octoechus,

Repertory will be published by the SANU.
The Bibliography of Studies of Manuscripts. The SANUis planning a
It is now preparmanuscripts.
on Cyrillic
complete annotated bibliography
of the works of Dj.
annotated bibliography
a detailed
ing for publication
Sp.RADOJCIC, where all the manuscript material he mentions or uses will be
identified

as fully

as possible.

UNITEDSTATES
RICCARDOPICCHIO
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Because of the absence

in the US of a comprehensive

research

planning

in

in the field of Slavic Medieval stuthe Humanities, and more particularly
concerned
dies, my remarks must depend on casual sources of information
and philology.
with my personal work in comparative Early Slavic literature
I should like to deal with general trends instead of engaging in a biblioprepared to compile.
graphic survey which I am not technically
in America are mod~
It is my impression that Medieval Slavic studies
are probabpotential
Their achievements and scholarly
rately flourishing.
and
believed by both specialists
ly much more relevant than is generally
I think that the time has come to consider the creation
non-specialists.
body in order to foster the exchange of information and
of a coordinating
works in the field of research.
and critical
of materials
the publication
At present

are several

there

de facto

represent

vic studies

American centers

an important

portion

in which Medieval Slaof academic curricula

and scholars
I can only mention those institutions
and research activity.
On the West Coast, the
with which and with whom I have direct connections.
a leading center. Con
University of California in Los Angeles is certainly
have
publications
important
and
past
the
ferences have been organized in
been produced under the guidance of Henrik Birnbaum, Thomas Eekman, Barisa
Krekic and Dean Worth. Henrik Birnbaum is now editing a volume of collectwhich will present the status
of many countries,
ed studies by specialists
history and culture.
of Old Russian literature,
such
some of the best known works in Medieval Slavic,

in the field

quaestionis

It is at UCLAthat

as llya TALEV's The Impact of Medieval Bulgarian on the Russian Literary
Language (1972) have been completed. The recent appointment of Edward Kasi
and - what
nee at Berkeley may mark a turning point in Slavic Bibliography
is of special
vie manuscripts

interest
my still

At the University
ist

in Old Russian

giography.

where Sia

be hiding.

and Early Slavic

which will

and Byzantine

of collections

in the exploration

specia.!._

of Chicago Norman Ingham is an established

Under his direction

ant dissertation

val Slavic

to us

Julia

literature

with special

Alissandratos

soon appear

emphasis on h!!

has produced

an import-

in book form with the title

Medie-

Eulogies.

I think that it is appropriate
At this point of my sketchy report,
remark concerning the absence of any harmonic disto insert an additional
system. Specialin the American University
and use of talents
tribution
from each other, oftists in various fields of research work in isolation
en in academic environments which are not prepared to profit by their real
is that first
of this situation
One of the inconveniences
qualifications.
with equally important centers
class scholars cannot always be identified
Olga
This seems to be the case, for example, with Professor
of research.
Prebic at the
at present at Chicago Circle and with Professor
Nedeljkovic,
University of Florida. I am sure that other examples can be added to empha
of our studies beyond the limits size the need for a better coordination
of single academic communities.
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not spend too much time to describe the center of which we
The seniof being guests at Ohio State University.
or members of this community of scholars are well known to the Slavists of
both America and Europe. I should like to mention only one junior represe.!:!_
tative of this community, Predrag Matejic, who has been for a short time
I will

have now the privilege

my student at Yale and whom many of us consider the embodiment of this cen
ter's hope for the future.
role played in our studies by
are aware of the curcial
All Slavists
the Slavic Department at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, and by
Ladislav

Matejka

In cooperation

in particular.

sor Matejka is preparing

devoted

a new series

with Benjamin Stolz, Profe~
literatures

to Early Slavic

in cooperation with Harvey
I am editing,
FoI'mal Techniques and Cultural Models in Orby American and EuropeIt will include articles
thodox Slavic Literature.
as well as the unpublished text of a study on the Norman
an Medievalists
Question by the late Andrej Amalrik. Now working at the University of PhiGail Lenhoff, whose peneladelphia is a very promising young medievalist,

and linguistics.

For this

series

a volume entitled
GOLDBLATT,

research

trating

on Liturgical

Poetry

and other

rhe

of Old Russian

aspects

our attention.

deserves

certainly
tradition
of an authori
Colwribia University in New York also has the potential
there of
presence
the
to
thant
studies
Medieval
Slavic
in
center
tative
such as Rado Lencek and William Harkins. It is at Colwribiathat
specialists
under the guidance of George
training
Robert Mathiesen recieved his first
Shevelov. Robert Mathiesen has now created his own school at Brown Univerto the study of Church Slavonic and Medieval Slasity. His contributions
to our
vic Philology have already added, and will continue to add prestige
torical

in the years to come.
to say that Medieval Studies have a better chan
It seems appropriate
and
in academic communities blessed with old traditions
ce to flourish
are connected
This is why many young Slavic medievalists
rich libraries.
on the East Coast. Among those who have already prov
with the Universities
to conduct serious and innovative research I should
ed to be wel I qualified
on Avvakum deal to a great
Hunt, whose articles
like to mention Priscilla
our interpretation
and poetic questions affecting
extent with theological
of the entire system of Medieval Orthodox Slavdom.

discipline

is a leading

To say that Harvard University
Medieval Slavic studies,
of Harvard Slavists
younger generation
Roman Jakobson
which
of
que tradition
including
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is a truism.

center

in the Humanities,

Both the older

are aware that

and the

they represent

remains the main inspirer.

a uni

Horace

Lunt has been a central
vard for many years.

figure

in Slavic

The prestige

ed to the names of authorities
Kiril

Taranovski

scholarly

such as Albert

and Wiktor Weintraub,

enterprises

related

studies

in many areas

stica

institute,

of Slavic

history,

to present

occupy a central

Omeljan Pritsak,
authoritative

Omeljan Pritsak,
philology

an inspiring

help solve delicate

deus ex machina, whose
of research pla~

questions

I am myself a fellow of the HURi, and I am convinced
place to plan further
of a large

text of the Igor

concerning

of Eastern

edition

topics

one must mention

of the Povest'

Several

are sponsored

books on particular

tale,

Slavia.

civilization

that

in particular

publications

such as my own study on the
as well as the planned cri-

vremennyx let.

Yale comes last in my list.
my presentation

Obviously

try to limit

the University

eval studies
the oldest

I mean 'last

to what I think

bu not least'

is essential,eventhough

prestige

with the activity

of the late

historians

the linguists

tor of the Slavic

religious

have found exceptionally
on remarkable

dissertations,

My former student
partment

Alexander
tradition
gifted

George Vernadsky.

Students

in

not only of some of my direct
but also of a leading

such as Jaroslav

students

Pelikan.

who have written

is now an Assistant

and the

investig~
At Yale I

under my directi

some of which are due to appear

Harvey Goldblatt

and concentrates

in loco of

founded by Robert Lopez

Schenker and Edward Stankiewicz

lvo Banac and Paul Buschkowich,

since

ago. Medi-

at Yale due to the existence

Middle Ages can count on the guidance

colleagues,

career

in America twelve years

American Program in Medieval Studies

and connected
Slavic

of Rome to settle

enjoy great

is an

by the Institute.

am tempted to say much more. I have spent at Yale my entire
left

this

the Medieval

the six volumes of Pritsak's

opus magnum on The Origin of Rus',

forthcoming

will

portion

with Medieval Slavic

Among them, besides

tical

studies

A per-

around the

Slavic mediaevalia et humanischolarly
activity.
Beside

research.

in the lnstitute's

lhor Sevcenko is also

has encouraged

from all

ideal

civilization

studies.

and literature.

ning.

dealing

to various

of Harvard Slavic

in which sholars

their

place

interventions

contributed

in the history

of this

manent seminar has been established
world are invited

is link

Lord, Vsevolod Setchkarev,

Medieval and Humanistic

events

at Har-

Department

of the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute.

has been the creation

research

and Philology

who have all

to Slavic

One of the most important
The well known director

Linguistics

of the Harvard Slavic

in book form.

Professor

on the study of the Orthodox Slavic

in our De

tradition.
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His book on Konstantin Kostenecki will be published next year. I hope that
we will be able to publish in the near future books by my former students
Micaela lovine on the History and Historiogrophy of the Second South Slavic Influence and Margaret Ziolkowski on the Discourse on Grand Prince Dmion Medieval Slavic topics
trij Ivanovic Donskoj. Four more dissertations
are now being prepared at Yale. We also hope to expand our publishing act.!_
two volumes entivity. I am editing in cooperation with Harvey Goldblatt,
tled Aspects of the Slavic Language Question. These volumes contain studies
on the Medieval and pre-modern dispu_!_
by American and European specialists
es which took place in various Slavic countries concerning the use and codification

of Slavic

literary

media. They will

appear in the newly estab-

which is distriYale Russian and East European Publications
book by
Another
Gribble.
Charles
of
buted by Slavica under the direction
BogoAndrej
Prince
entitled
history,
Medieval
in
an American specialist
of
volume
twelfth
the
as
appeared
just
has
Myth,
the
The Man and
ljuhskij:
the
am
I
which
of
Philologica
et
Historica
Studia
series
the international
lished

editor.
I am aware that my report is not only incomplete, but also dependent
I have tried
biased viewpoints.
maybe · unintentionally
and
on subjective
to locate the main centers of Medieval Slavic studies in the US and have
scho
role played by individual
emphasized the significant
not sufficiently
at least the name of Richard Po::Jars. Let me mention, in this connection,
in the
pe. Because of his training at Columbia and his active participation
this well known Canadian Slavist
of the Hilandar Project,
research activity
belongs to the American community of scholars to which my recertainly
marks are devoted.
stuand philological
in literary
interest
Because of my prevalent
dies, I may also have conveyed the impression that the research conducted
social or economic history is not
in political,
by Slavic Medievalists
Obviously, no one could seriously uphold such an opinion.
equally relevant.
who deal with the Slavic Mid
and philologists
critics
literary
Historians,
Un-die Ages often read the same texts. They should always work together.
this is not always ·true, at least in most US Universities.
fortunately,
I am not personally acquainted with all the research projects of
readare based on scattered
My considerations
American Slavic Historians.
It seems to me, at any rate, that most of the
ing and general impressions.
in the Slavic Middle Ages concentra
who are interested
American Historians
late period, that is, on the cente on Old Russian topics of a relatively
turies when the Muscovite state came into being. This seems to be the case
with Edward Keenan at Harvard, Richard Hellie at the University of Chicago
at Davis. Among those
and Robert Crummey at the University of California
period
not only in the earlier
interested
who are more directly
historians
cruc.!_
but also in its South Slavic and Byzantino-Slavic
of Slavic history,
Omeljan Pritsak, lhor
al components, I should like to mention in particular
such as
Sevcenko, some of their former students and younger collaborators
Ellen Hurwitz and Donald Ostrowski, Paul Buschkowich and lvo Banac.
general
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series

appears

dle Ages. A major preoccupation
dievalists
that

concern.

Succesful

libraries,

archives

and private

inspired

collections,

to this

response

are now conducted

explorations

widespread

The Hiland.ar Project

the most conspicuous

represents

University

and interpret.

analyze

to describe,

texts,

is:

at Ohio State

Me-

nourishment,

basic

as their

in America with what can be defined

Slavic

of providing

to be that

Mid-

on the Slavic

studies

in current

place

on some questions

briefly

allow me to concentrate

I conclude,

Before

which seem to occupy a central

in American

by the work of Ed-

ward Kasinec and Bohdan Struminsky.

techniques

the basic
ons are

I cannot

now underway.

both my appreciation
I think

rection,

it

is very

for example,

everybody,

established

has previously
available

documents.

ed unless

all

is carried
sible

unless

the world,

that

whether

The existence

the testimonies

out.

no critical

edition

a textus

is possible

traditus

of such conditions

one can count on the full
countries

that

cannot

no critical

cooperation

unless

is contained

are examined and a complete

This means, practically,

and in the Slavic

It should be clear

tools.

methodological

equipped with the necessary

di-

are

American Slavists

that

important

connection,

in this

further

Before we proceed

and my concern.

that

rnthis

from expressing,

refrain

in
edit.i_

of critical

Some projects·

criticism.

of textual

of American Slavists

training

by the adequate

of sour-

and publication

in the identification

This growing interest
ces must be accompanied

to
one

in the

be ascertain-

collatio
edition

of librarians

codicwn
is posthoughout

in particular.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
GROUPS
MADEBY THE WORKING
Presented below are the findings and recommendations of 45 scholars from
of higher education in the United States and Canada, and
16 institutions
These are based on the rein 9 European countries.
from 15 institutions
have been removed
ports of the conference working groups, but duplications
stemming from discussion in the plenary sesand additions and corrections
one of those rare dissions have been added. The following constitutes
plays of unanimity in the scholarly world.
of
Whereas scholars throughout the world are welcome to use the facilities
the Hilandar

and whereas the Hilandar Room is a
it was agreed by all that

collections,

Room and its

place where all

neutral

are welcome,

scholars

Hilandar Project will serve as the North Ameriand
for Slavic Medieval Manuscripts,
manumedieval
Slavic
information on
that it will gather all possible
as well as building the most complete
their study and description,
scripts,
such
where appropriate,
manuscripts;
of
of microcopies
possible collection
institutions
such
to
and
individuals
to
available
made
be
information will
the Hilandar Project Newsas CIBAL, Polata knigopisnaja,
and periodicals

The Ohio State

can Information

letter

University

and Resource Center

and others.
COOPERATION
INTERNATIONAL
should gather

1. The Hilandar Project

of Slavic

collections

mss and microcopy

all

printed

catalogues

mss; on the basis

of this

of Slavic
collecti

it should publish a catalogue of catalogues.
information,
on and additional
or make a full bibliography
2. The Hilandar Project should collect,
on, Slavic mss on Mt.Athas, both in the Slavic and the Greek monasteries.
in the Conference and all other scholars are ask3. All participants
notices of their own works concernbibliographic
of such works.
mss on Mt.Athas, and to send offprints
4. All scholars are asked to send to the Hilandar Project information
on any works which they come across which deal with Slavic mss on Mt.Athas.
This information will be included in a card catalogue in the Hilandar Room

ed to send in annotated
ing Slavic

and will

serve

as the starting

5. Every bibliographical
read and annotated,

before

point

for a published

item on any topic
being

included

in any published

This can only be accomplished by the cooperation
can provide
since no one institution
countries,
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alone.

Scholars

willing

bibliography.

must be verified

de visu,

bibliography.

of scholars from many
the manpower to do this

to help with the work of annotating

and verifying

bibliographical

inform the Hilandar Project

items should

of their

willing-

ness to help.
6. During the next ten years
ready filmed
cooperative

effort,

since

The Hilandar Project
7. Various
their

the photography

should be attempted;

of all

require

centers

mss not a_!_
this.

center.

should compile

lists

of all

mss. These lists

for publication,

Slavic

a major international
can accomplish

as a coordinating

working with Slavic

to Polata knigopisnaja

will

again no one institution

can serve

national

countries

this

scholars

in

should be forwarded

with periodic

updates

in following

years.

8. The continued
most desirable.
ticular

should be taken to improve this

to improve the quality

9. The Hilandar Project
North America,

Slavic

and the Hilandar

serve
Project

countries

from CIBAL and the archae

which have an interest

in

mss.
10. The Hilandar Project
on microcopies

are in private

.hould

of Slavic

serve

as a center

mss, especially

hands and might otherwise

in addition

will

the Information

where a quick check of up-to-date
When possible,

persons

HiZandar Project,
11. To avoid

a copy

inconsistencies

of their

and confusion,

all

to the international

scholarly

scholarly

of all

bibliographic

al entreis

of effort,

an annual

12. To avoid duplication
progress

should be published.

ta knigopisnaja,
the data,

in progress,
be included

This can probably

and one coordinator
edit

them and forward

but firmly planned
in this survey.

13. The Hilandar Project

for publication,

per country

a copy to the

copy.
transliteration

system
should

(Appendix 1). The
be in English.

bibliography

best

of work in

be done through

should

be appointed

them to the publishers.

(as opposed

Room

can be made upon request.

should be according
apparatus

on

be the Hi-

in the Hilandar

of mss should provide

it to make

microcopies

received

in a card file

information

having copies

or allow

Information

to Polata knigopisnaja

be transmitted

to keeping

for exchange of in-

when these

remain unknown. Restrictions

use or copying should be indicated.

landar Project

ther

is

and in pa.!:

as an informational
center for
Newsletter will be a means of in-

of news received

commissions of the various

formation
their

exchange,

of the microcopies.
will

forming North American scholars
ographic

with the Hilandar Project

exchange of microcopies

Steps

to possible

should keep the International

Polatog~

Work not yet

projects)

should

Committee of
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Slavists,
and particularly
work done here.

its

Bibliographical

Conmission,

informed on the

14. The exchange ahd training

of specialists
is very important, and
should promote such exchanges as much as possible.
15. When the Hilandar Project acquires materials
from another institution or individual,
it will, as required,
seek permission to reproduce

the Hilandar l'Poject

these materials

for scholarly

purposes (including exchange of materials)
and a copy of any publications
to be supplied to the donor when material
is forwarded to third parties.
16. The HilandaP Project should attempt to secure the widest international cooperation for a short computerized catalogue of Slavic mss, and
the results of this project should be made available
to all scholars as
rapidly and as inexpensively
as possible.

with full

credit

17. An international
content
bership

group was formed to work on the question of the
and form of a full computerized catalogue of Slavic mss. The memis: D.BOGDANOVIC,
M.CAPALDO,M.CAZACU,A.D2UROVA,S.KOZUHAROV,
R.

MATHIESEN,H.OLMSTED,R.POPE, J.RUSEK, W.VEDER,D.WAUGH
and C.GRIBBLE, coordinator.
The editors of Polata knigopisnaja have volunteered an issue
for a discussion

of the form of the full

catalogue.

PUBLICATIONS
18. A Greek-to-Church
to-Greek

glossaries

19. Print-outs

Slavonic

dictionary

should be published,
of incipits,

compiled from existing

coded to the mss.
such as those compiled by THOMSON
and

others,

should be made available
as soon as possible,
done later, as more materials
become available.
20. Recommendation to IDC Microfiche
gues listed

in BEL'CIKOV~.,.,

CS-

with glosses

with updating

to be

publishers:

Publish all cataloto VANDENBAARand GRIMSTED.
of mss descriptions;
include in

as supplement

21. Publish annually from 1981 a list
it the items that will cover the gaps since BEL'CIKOV(1963) and in BEL'C_!_
KOV. The place of publication
was left open, with both the IRHT (Paris)
and CIBAL (Sofia) offering possibilities.
22. The·HilandaP Project
of texts,

as well as scholarly

ars from all

countries

on the acceptability
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tive

publication,

should publish
studies

should suggest

both facsimiles

of texts
materials

and related

and editions
topics.

for publication

Schol-

and advise

of manuscripts submitted. The possibility
of cooperawith more than one institution
sharing the cost, should

be investigated.
23. Modern methods of publication,
should be considered,
plate

since producing

is so expensive,

less elegant

such as microform and cold type,
editions

and the potential

work that gets published

ther does not get published

of the sort

sales

that we contem-

are relatively

small.

A

is of more use than a work that ei-

or comes out at a price

that most libraries

and scholars cannot afford.
24. A reprint edition of the Ostrog Bible should be made at a reasonable price, so that scholars would have a working tool.
25. Technical terms in publications
on Slavic mss should be selected
in the first
stic

place from the well established

and Byzantine

studies

(e.g.

26. An article-by-article
desirable.

A listing

27. A list

description

like

'Sbornik'

of collections

g. those at St.Louis

rather

of all

than sluzebnik).

Hilandar

in a catalog

mss is highly

is not very useful.

to that of the Hiland=

similar

University

Greek based· terms from patri-

leiturgiarion,

and at Collegeville,

Project

Minnesota)

(e.

should be

pub 1 i shed.
28. A general

plan for the Hilandar Project

publication

next 3 or 4 years

is desirable;

suggestions

from all

covering

scholars

the

are welcome.

COMPUTERIZED
SHORTUNIONCATALOG
OF SLAVICMANUSCRIPTS
29. A short
portant

be necessary

should be compiled first,

can be made available

to show funding agencies

Humanities)
starting

version

information
that

with

the project

a modest

(e.g.

is feasible,

project

because:

1) the most im

much more quickly,

.and 2) it will

the National
and this

Endowment for the

can only be done by

and working up to a larger

ence gained by working on the short

version

will

one. The experi-

be vital

in planning

the

ful 1 version.
30. The short

version

a. Items concerning
Country,

locality

b. Basic general
Author,

title,

should contain

items:

(city,

monastery),

library

or owner, collection,

code.

information:
contents

(in brief),

Items having to do with the physical
Number of folia,
palimpsest.

the following

location:

size

date of copying,
aspects

(in mm), material,

d. Items having to do with the writing

redaction.

of the ms:

format,

of the ms:

binding,

homogeneity,

87

tion,

e.

number of hands, ornamentation,

type of script,

Alphabet,

musical

nota-

marks.

accentuation

Items having to do with scribe and where written:
Name of scribe (if given), provenance of ms (general area), scriptorium, colophon (if yes, reproduce it), contemporary marginal inscriptions
or notes, later (owners') inscriptions.

f. Bibliography:
31. An important
sources

is that

se of obvious

factual

or typographical

in the ca-

except

we do not change anything,

ready printed

from al-

information

this

of transcribing

principle

edition(s).

summary, published

for this

Source of information

in which case the correcti-

errors,

on is noted explicitly.
especially

32. Transliteration,

A proposal

due to lack of time.

of medieval

texts,

was not considered

in Appendix 2.

is included

FUTUREWORK
CONCERNING
GENERALRECOMMENDATIONS
and its

about the Conference

33. Information
centers

be sent to all

and other

parties

interested

recommendations

should

around the world as

soon as possible.
34. Plans

for future

meetings

should be publicized

year in advance of the proposed meeting
cipation

in future

meetings

35. Academician
offered
invitation
meeting
ticipants

88

Petar

Broader

a full

at least
international

parti-

would be desirable
for the Bulgarian

DINEKOV,speaking

to host the next meeting
met with enthousiastic
prior

date.

two years
approval.

to the Ninth International

would be able to attend

from now (1983).
It was suggested

Congress of Slavists,

both events

in one trip.

delegation,

This generous
to hold this
so that

pa.!:_

Appendix 2

Appendix

Proposed

Proposed

Transliteration

Transliteration

Scholarly

for Computerization

of Medieval and Modern Cyr i 11 i c

of Cyri 11 ic
Bg

Br

Mc Rs

Sb

Uk

a
b

a
b

a
b

a
b

a
b

L\
&

a
b

B -

V

V

V

V

V

V

II

V

T

r

g

h

g

g

g

h

r

l'l

d

d

d

d

d
dj
e

d

ii

g
g2 (Mc)
gh
d
dh
d2 (Sb)
e
je
e3
je (Uk)
zh
z
z2 1
1 2
1h2
i 2
j
i h (GZag)
j2
k
k2 (Mc)
kh

I\

1

w

lb

ii

lj
lh
m
n
nj
nh

a 6 -

b

g

f

.n

a

f

I)
e
€
)I(

-

3

e

e

e

e

z

z

z

z

z

z
z

z

z
z

H-

a-

e
je
z
z
y
j

j

l.
k

k

k

i-

I<

JI -

l
lj
m
n
nj

lb -

MH -

m
n

m
n

lb -

on p C -

T -

k

m
n

n

€

p
r
s
t

p

p

p
r
s
t

p
r
s
t

p
r
s
t

s
t

s
t

u:

C

c

c

u

u
f

ju
ja

u

u

H

4>

e

X

II

C

y

eh
jh
sh
wt
7
y 4

1,1

w
QI
I,

I.I

6

3

e2
ju
ja
jas
oh
oh/t/
eh
8
j8
q
jq
Bh
k3
p2

t-0
1-(1

R

w

"

"'1"'
&
HI,

0

0

3

p

c

c

n

t

dz
s

sc

y

y

I

I

"ju
ja

s

xh

I,

C

f

u2 (Br)
uh
f
th

~
11

X

c

s

lS

C

c

ju
ja

;

OU

C

dz
dz

e

3 -

I<

~\(

y

X

C

s

j

\(

C

f
h

f

C

st

u

"i

lb

X

a

bl , b -

u

f
h

1,1

s

u

c

'

s

K

0

X

10 R -

i-,;

e

l

0

f
h

b

e

ii

0

4>-

Ill -

A
I)

II

0

u

s

l
lj
m
n
nj

ji
k

0

ry-

III -

k

0

l'l -

q

~

111

i
K

r

r
s
t
c2 3
u

p

A

9 (numeral)
to OCS and MCdz; the
shape of the letter may vary.
be(2) No difference
in transliteration
tween OCS and UK.
(3) In transliteration
from GLAG,where
it does not co-occur with A, it may
as lldh'I,
be transliterated
(4) To distinguish
translite1,1 and 1,,1,
rate 11 7111 and 116111, respectively.
(5) Modern Cyri 11 ic; in earlier texts,
from »,,., always transliterate
as 1181,
( 1) Corresponds

s

SC

ju
ja

where it equa 1s and is derived
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